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Islands On the Eastern Sea
rt Christmas Sunday Was Very i
AI
T
board Figure In America’s J
Impressive At First Bap- |

Teems With Romance

Would Serve Again

Seen At the Public Library

Dec. 23-Jan. 6

Colonial Beginnings

The College of Arts and Sciences
] of the University of Maine is offering
through the department of Art His
tory a set of 30 pictures for extension
j work in the general field of aesthetic
values. A selection mostly of the
moderately priced color prints con44
••• ••• ••• ••• ■*.
44 ' tained in the Carnegie Corporation
•••
••• Grant.
—
He ls the happier and wiser ♦
The question of adult education.
♦ man for the coming of Christ- ♦
♦ mas who rediscovers ln the light » I its range of possibilities and neces
♦ of Its star the leadership worth ♦ sities, was never so keen as at the
♦ following—Henry Emerson Pos- •* present day of confusion; and human
♦ dick.
♦ needs are so great in a score of di
rections that the progressive colleges
44
... 14 and universities of tomorrow will
plan to abandon much of the old time
THE OVERTAXED MOTORIST
narrowness of their set-up and attack
the whole front of human life in a
The average motorist in the more direct and practical manner by
United States pays $1.25 In automo touching thousands where now only
hundreds are reached, and by renew
tive taxes when he travels an eight- ing and restoring the intellectual
hour day on the highways, according energy of those who have long since
to estimate of the American Petro lost the spirit of their student days.
leum Industries Committee. The The exhibit includes paintings by
Fra Angelico. Botticelli, Correggio,
average motorist travels 40 eight- Holbein, Leonardo. Manet, Murillo,
hour days a year, both for business Raphael, Rembrandt, Rubens, Del
and pleasure, and on that travel he Sarto, Watteau and others.
pays more than $50 in automotive These are busy days with shopping
taxes, chief of which are taxes on and holiday guests and rather an un
fortunate time for such an exhibit
gasoline. Thus, points out the com i but our name fell at this time within
mittee, he pays the tax collector 15c the circuit. However you will feel
for every hour that the car is moving repaid for a visit tb the Library With
on the road.
in the dates Dec. 23-Jan. 6.

tist Church

“The Black Cat”

I

Practically a thousand people at1 tended the services of the First Bap[, tist Church on Christmas Sunday
I The church was beautifully decorated
with the front of the auditorium
banked with evergreen trees with
icicle trimmings.
By The Roving Reporter
j The morning service opened with
[For Thc Courier-Gazette]
an instrumental trio. Mrs. Elsa Conj
Knox Hospital has gained a new
statine, organ; Mrs. Ruth Sanborn,
j
Hark to the Bells, .loud heralding
and
ardent booster in the person of
piano;
Miss
Bertha
Luce,
violin,
!
The Advtnt of our Saviour King;
beautifully playing. Prieludium by Harry Johnson, a prominent Swan’s
The glad good news for all mankind,
Bach-Kriesler. Tlie Christmas an- Island resident, who was a patient
i
i
!
them. "The Prince of Peace." was very there seven weeks, undergoing a
.
The
sick,
the
dispossessed,
the
blind
;
J
j effectively sungk by the choir under serious major operation. “ It was my
(iood news it is that bids us sing.
| j the direction of Mrs. Mabel Squiers first hospital experience.” John
j j The exquisite playing of the violin by son told me, “and I was highly pleased
From sin and death has gone thc sting,
II Muss Luce was seen in her rendering with the kindly attentions shown me
Black clouds that shadow everything,
I of ''Consecration." from 2nd move- by every person connected with tho
.
- —
Albert Winslow, RegisKr of Deeds fQre
was
I tnent of violin Sonata in C minor by- institution. I was not merely a
The gloom that blankets the world-mind.
yesterday announced to the voters of | gan
and Haiti, visited
‘number’ there. I was an Individual.'
Hans Huber.
Hark to thc Bells!
Knox ( ounty that he will be a can- |
thp Qenoese navigator on hls
A unique sermon was preached by Down in Florida Editor Puller will
didate for re-nomination in thr June first voyage In 1482 are stepping’ Mr. MacDonald on the subject, "If get a thrill out of the appreciative
prunanes. Inder his several admm- stones of conUnental hislory
More
Angels rejoice, and swiftly wing
There Had Been No First Christ - words which Mr. Johnson spoke about
Btranons the efficiency of this Im- warfare has
d on Haiti
I mas!” He rwas assisted in the deliv- The Courier-Gazette, which finds its
Their way to earth. Their anthems bring
portant department has been brought than
other
t of the Western
| ery of the sermon by the choir
to a very high standard, and Joeated Hemisphere when Spanlsh flench.
In song the Hallowed Hopes that bind
! Stanzas of hymns were selected that way into the room of every patient.
in Ito new office
stru__ led for its
...........is.....m in a position BrlUsh Qr N
! j had in them blessings that came to Mr. and Mrs. Johnson expect to leave
Our hearts to God. Who seeks shall find
to give the patrons 100 percent serv- |
West jndles abound
(possession.
II man because of that first Christmas tomorrow for Cincinnati, where they
ice. ' Mr. Winslow stands in especial
The
Christmas
joys
for
which
Bells
ring.
with tales of the Spanish Main.
As an introduction to each point the ! wlll malte a fortnight's visit with their
ly high regard with the voters of
Steeped in colonial lore is the I
choir would sing the stanza mention- I .
.,
..
„
Hark to the Bells!
Knox County, who are expressing sat
« ing a certain blessing and would be rtauehler Mrs. Johnson has been a
archipelago which lies off the coast
isfaction because he desires to serve
Henry Felton Huse
of South Carolina. In 1562, before
j stopped in the middle of lt by the Kuest at The Thorndike Hotel while
another term.
the Mayflower anived at Plymouth. |
a j speaker holding up his hand and her husband was in the hospital,
North
Haven
French Huguenots settled on Parris j
—o—
crying. “Stop! If there was no first I
United States farm fires exact an
SiltMiMlklMtMikM'MiMlMiMiStMtMtftltfcMil'MiliMiaaMikkikikkMiSik* Christmas
the message of that hymr ] So far as possible this column
annual toll of 3.500 lives and coot Island, near Port Royal, and built |
a
fort.
A
few
years
later
came
the
$100,000,000 in property loss. Leaflet Spaniards, leaving behind them two
.
will avoid any reference that sounds
In this way was brought out the ... ...
.
„ ... „
44 of the U. 6. Dept. of Agriculture,
message that if there had been no ke knocking but tf anything
"Pires on Fatms," outlihes precau other forts. All of them were burned
flrst Christmas there would have j that sort does appear the reader may
tions that would cut this ghastly toil. or destroyed.
Centuries later the roads of the
been no glad song, no Holy Bible, rest assured that none but construcCopies of the leaflet are free from
no Christian Church, no friendly yve criticism will be made. I have
the U. S Dept. of Agriculture, Wash island echoed to the marching feet
of U. S Marines, preparing for service
Christ, no glad Gospel story, no su been asked for instance to say some
ington.
in France. Then historians remem
preme victory in this life, no eter
bered its earlier inhabitants, and
nal heaven of Joy, nothing but hell. thing about belated arrivals at the
soon the spades of the marines unT
“But thank God.-' cried the preacher, motion picture shows who persist ln
earthed what they believed to be
"there was that first Christmas! standing in front of you and remov
Charleston, built by the Huguenots.
Christ was born, and all these bless ing their hats and outer garments,
Later
the
well-preserved
foundations
ings and many more are ours. The
MUSIC BY
of the fort were found to be that of
glorious message of Christmas drives completely eclipsing the view of
VOU WOULpN'7 TrtBOW
AWAY
TEN
Dollar BillSA State Prison posse, augmented by J. H Welch and the other prison offi- the gloom away and reveals the full i. meboc'v ho was seated when the
San Marcos, built by the Spaniards
YOUNG’S 12-PIECE RADIO BAND
WOULD VOU’in 1577.
State Police and Sheriffs again swung clals are at l0SR t0 know why the trio orbed Sun of Righteousness filling show began and .suddenly finds him
NEGLECT TO Gt T ,
Today a monument to the Hugue
ACCIDENT .
FEATURING
should have left before the final I; ourAtsky."
INSURANCE
7
,h cantata: “Yuletide self deprived uf teeing the climax.
nots stands near the site of these into action late last night, this time
u 7/ I must agree that there is no reason
early forts, while the U. S Marines to take up a clueless pursuit of three check-up „at 9,, p. m. instead of, de- Memories, u,,
ANN MAE MARLEY
by Wllson was beautiparttng after
the lights were out. fully rendered by the choir, directed why a man should not remove hls
have a training station on what is
The prjson officials believe that in by Mrs. Squiers. with Mrs. Constan hat and overcoat in the lobby so as
probably America's most historic more prisoners who hadescaped from
Tap Dancer From Major Bowes' Unit No. 1
island. As a symbol of national unity tly Prison Farm in South Warren, this instance, as was the case when [*ne at t,1€ orKan and Mrs. Edna Rol- not to needlessly deprive some per
the Stars and Stripes wave over
The missing convicts are William two convicts recently escaped that *ns aI *'>e piano Soloists in the son of pleasure which has been paid
A REAL HOLIDAY TREAT
ADMISSION 45 CENTS
Parris Island, where Huguenots,
cantata were Raymond Pendleton,
Peel,
formerly of Salisbury. Mass., j there was outside assistance,
152-154
Spanish pioneers and primitive In
Mrs. Marjorie Glidden. Miss Gladys for. It ls simply a case of thought
KWWX
The missing convicts had been Grant. Roy Joyce and Miss Mary- lessness on the part of the offender.
dians once dwelt, but have long since who was committed from Aroostook
faded into the shadows of early County for larceny; Jerry Kelley, a working in the woods, and Kelley and Lawry
Lets all see if we cannot correct
American history.
Chicago stick-up man, committed j Kovinsky still wore their blue dun- ...P?ri?u lJ?u pr(*fam 8 reading, the nuisance.
There's only one class of people
Farm bureau membership in Maine from Kennebec County; and a Polack garees, sweaters and leather topped by Mrs j Charles MacDonald The
Up in Saskatchewan, where Rev.
in this town who don't need acci
is now 12.694. while 4-H club enroll named Kovinsky. residence unknown.; rubbers and woolen stockings. Peel, great audience was moved by the
Corwin
H. Olds spent a portion of his
who
was
committed
from
Androscogfor
some
reason,
not
understood,
exsln
King
of
the
Hallelujah
Chorus
by
ment stands t.t 3.296. Aroostook and
dent insurance—and thrir relatives
the combined choir, and thus was I summer vacation, and where the
York
Counl
tes
lead
in
farm
bureau
gin
County
for
breaking,
entering
changed
his
leather
topped
rubbers
probably wish they'd had it. Of
membership. Kennebec and Penob and larceny.
jand woolen stockings for low shoes brought to a close one of the most , mercury descends very low on these
EVERY DAY OF CHRISTMAS WEEK
course insurance won't prevent
scot In ciub enrollment.
chur-h18 dayS
hlstory of the I mornings, a traveling man rushed
Peel
had
only
54
more
days
to
and light stockings,
accidents, but it WILL prevent
__________
__
I out of a railway restaurant the other
serve,
Kelley
was
to
have
been
paroled
j
Peel,
aged
35.
is
5
feet
7
inches
loss!
By Miss Cluff and Miss Bauman
the coming week, and the Polack aiso tall, weight 170 pounds, is of blond gxxxxx'i’txxoMXxxxxKxoemein day carrying iiis grip in one hand
and a white porcelain water jug in
had only a short time to serve.
complexion and has light curly hair.
Using
the other. '‘Hey!" the conductor
DR. J. H. DAMON will be at his 1 Their escape made five convicts
Kelley,
also
35
years
of
age.
stands
INSURANCE
. C.
shouted, "you're stealing the hotel
Rockland Rental Offlce every Tues- J Wh0 have left the Prison Farm within 5 feet, 10 inohes. weighs 160 pounds,
Hamilton Beach Food Mixers, Silex Coffee
COUNSELLORS L
day and Friday and other days by |
crockery.” That's right,” replied the
a few weeks. Guard Harry Sullivan and is dark.
425“ MAIN ST 'PHONE 98
appointment.
Offlce is over New
Makers, Twin Waffle Bakers, Sandwich
traveling man, “but my false teeth
is
the
only
officer
in
charge,
and
the
Kovinsky
is
5
feet,
7
inches
tall,
berry's, 362 Main Street Tel. 415-W.
Both Crie stores are "Christmas
Toasters, Automatic Bread Toasters,
152Ttf buildings remain unlocked through weighs about 165 pounds and is light minded with special display of win arc frozen in it."
the night. For this reason Warden j complexion.
ter sports gear. The huge toyland
Roasters, Casseroles
When Miss Harriet Burgess of
of the H. H. Crie store is the daily
xx<xxx<€xx<’ex'?xxx‘':xxx'e«x«'4;x^xxx«««xxxxxx«««xi<
mecca of hundreds of children, now Thomaston was employed on the
Remember:
book The best places to fish, to that school is closed.
office staff of The Courier-Gazette,
I hunt, tc ski. to walk, to drive? Just
and came shiveringly to her work on
All Gifts are Attractively Wrapped by Miss
I consult the guide. All the unusual
The Burpee & Lamb Inc., basement winter mornings, she little dreamed
Carini. Our line of Electric Gifts is Complete.
New Maine Book Written
joy visiting are described, and direc department is especially attractive that one day she would be living on
Select yours now and have them wrapped in a
By Workers of Federal tions given for finding them—the his in its holiday dress.
a Florida plantation, tempting North
toric spots, the old houses, and the
Home of
way you’d like.
MT «
ern friends with the merits of her
Writers’ Project
scenic beauties of tne Pine Tree
Many
stores
have
inserted
small
tree-ripened, sun-colored Indian
8tate. Described is every city, town
Give Electrically
Making its appearance just be and village, and their lilstory is given evergreen trees in the flag sockets in River oranges, grapefruit, tangerines
front of their stores.
and limes. Her name now is Mr.s.
fore thc holidays, "Maine, a Guide too. The entire state is covered in a
Electric Gifts Make Someone’s Work Easier
series
of
automobile
tours.
N. L. Wolf, and with her husband,
Down
East'
"
seems
an
ideal
solution
and
Thc organ concerts broadcast from she is the proud owner of "The Maine
Unlike a mere guidebook. “Maine, a
1 to the problem of "what to give.''
Guide Down East'.'' is also an enty- Burpee Furniture Co. by Stafford O
CENTRA^MAINE
Written by the workers of the Fed clopedia of information on the art. Congdon are winning many compli Citrus Grove." at Cocoa. Fla. The
circulars are most attractive.
eral Writers' Project of the Works armitecture. geology history, indus ments.
try. transportation, and w.ld life ol
I
Progress
Administration
for
the
rowii^tOMPAMV
He sat in one of Tlie Brook
1 State of Maine, under the sponsor- the state.
Santa Claus appears daily 10 to
FANCY CHRISTMAS CHOCOLATES
Dorris A. Westall was state direc
i ship of tlie Maine Devtiopment Com tor of the federal writers' procct. 11 o'clock at Senter Crane's Toyland. barber shops the other day listening
151-152
Durand’s, Lovell & Covell, Apollo
to a brisk argument between the pro
mission. thc book is one every dweller Many persons worked many months
MridtltaiMiaiMMiMtliMaMtMiMtMtMiX
| in Maine and everyone who vacations gathering material in every corner ol
One Pound Boxes.......... 50c, 60c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50
The beautiful nightly illumination prietor and one of the star custom
j here or hopes to. will cherish.
the State, checking and rechecking at the Elks Home is one of the at ers. The debate warmed up and a
Two Pound Boxes............... 80c, $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
The guide is an official one, fourth facts for absolute accuracy. Among tractive spots.
stranger might have thought that
i in order of publication in the New those to whom the director extend."
blows were imminent. Putting down
Five Pound Boxes.......................................... $1.50, $3.00
' England group of the American thanks for expert advice and assist
The streets yesterday morning as the Detective Btory Magazine which
Guide Series written by members of ance In their special fields is Col
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
the writers' project. It is part of a Henry W. Owen. Jr of Bath, author well as afternoon and evening, pre he had been vainly trying to read the
Fancy Hand Carved Chests.................................... $2.50
series
of 55 volumes, which, when of the History of Bath, published ir sented a true holiday aspect with man said; “Boys, this is just like
SATURDAY, DEC. 25
throngs of hustling bundle-ladened
I
completed,
will cover the entire 1930.
Fancy Thin Ribbon Candy, 5 kinds.................... lh 29c
home."
_.o
Auspices Camden Outing Club
United States, Alaska and Puerto
Harry L. Hopkins, federal adminis shoppers on every hand.
Music: Rogers’ Windsor Club 8-Piece Orchestra
The real Santa Claus Is not the
Rico.
trator. W.P.A.. wrote the foreword
Hard Candy, 10 varieties.................... lb 25c, 30c, 39c
ADMISSION 40c
DANCING 8.30.
What to do. where to go. what tc and the State director, the prelace YOUR FAVORITE POEM man you occasionally meet on thc
152-154
see and what's happened in Maine— Information is given on using the
street at Christmas time, but thc
If I had my life to live again I would
this doesn't refer to the recent guide, on general information, and
Mixed Nuts
made a rule to read aome poetry man who makes others happy with
presidential election—are told in the on the calendar of Maine events have
and listen to some music at least onoe
lb 27c
The volume was prepared under thc a week. The loss of these tastes ls s gifts and ls never caught in the act.
WWWW<X<XXXX<<<<<<XXXXXXXX<<<<<XXXXXXXX<<<XXXX<CX
There is such a man living within
’
supervision of Joseph Oaer. editor- oss of happiness —Charles Darwin.
Red Diamond Walnuts
in-Chief of the New England Guide'
25 miles of this office. I shall not
TURNING POINT
SIMPLE • BEAUTIFUL • UNFAILING
FOR YOU TOMORROW and Chief Field, supervisor of the
say where, and I shall give no hint as
............................... lb 21c
The shortest day. the shortest day.
Federal Writers' project.
to his real name. Some years his
AT
I
’
m
always
glad
when
It
’
s
passed
away!
The general background of the ”For“ when December twenty-one
gifts have totalled as high as $1000.
Fancy Mixed Salted Nuts
state Is covered in the first section oi Its little course has duly run
the book; the second gives city and Then things at last are on the move
This year he has already expended
............................. lb 60c
| town descriptions and city lours o! And must, ln course of time. Improve.
more than $600 All honor to this
SOUP OR APPETIZER
the seaports and river towns; th< I do not mean that man's affairs
benefactor who does so much to make
! Salted Pecans
Are less encumbered then with cares.
third
section
is
devoted
to
tours,
with
ROAST
others happy.
For he achieves, with great success.
mile
by
mile
description
of
the
state
Ib 75c
One long, consistent, sticky mess.
highways, the section being called From which, in spite of frequent urg
WASHES, RINSES, DAMP DRIES
YOUNG TURKEY
ing.
| "High Roads and Low Roads.” Tlie
Commenting upon the feline new
Large Whole Salted Cashews .......................... lb
Chestnut Dressing. Giblet Gravy I fourth and final section is devoted to He shows no sign of yet emerging.
AUTOMATICALLY
But good old Nature, bless her heart! comer. my friend "Boze” of Somer
Cranberry Relish
Maine's sports and recreation. There She yearly makes the newer start.
ville, Mass, draws on the combined
Florida Oranges ...................................................... doz
is also a chronology, a selected read And having reached rock-bottom, then powers of Webster and Shakespeare.
Cauliflower Hollandaise
She
duly
starts
to
climb
again.
ABSOLUTE SAFETY
ing list, and an index.
MORE SANITARY
Sunkist Navel Oranges ...................................... doz
From the dictionary pages he quotes,
Creamy Mashed Potato
The book is lavishly illustrated wttl And this Is wh?re Old Man Sun
"Cat—a species of carnivorous quidHome
Made
Biscuits
and
Butter
ECONOMY
CONVENIENCE
photographic scenes Adding to the Perceives hls brighter task begun,
tupeds of the genus Felis" (Maybe I
Tea, Coffee or Milk
Headquarters For
value of thc guide Is a number ol For though the days look bleak and should change the title of this column
glummer
maps, including a large, removable Thelr faces now are turned to summer. to "Felix, the Cat!") In paraphras
For Dessert
HOME MADE CANDIES AND FRESHLY
1937 transportation map in a pocket Now don’t you sniff—-for. oh. they are; ing the Bard of Avon, the "Nature
SEEING IS BELIEVING
Baked Apple and Cream
in thc back cover and a key to Maine I scent the summer from afar!
Club Crank" says:
eye of faith and hope perceives
SALTED
NUTS
Ask For a Demonstration
tours printed in the inside front The
The time of green and gracious leaves.
The cat came back cause he couldn't stay
cover; maps of various cities. At Of birds and bees and hay and flowers.
away I
Of sea and sands an happy hours.
Let Hercules himself do what he may.
tractively
and
neatly
bound
in
green
(No extras ever)
June may. Just now. appear to be
The
cat
wlll mew and R.R. will have hls
fabrikoid, stamped ln gold, the book A plain Impossibility.
day
Is published by Houghton Mifflin ”A legend emptied of concern.”
Featured Tomorrow at
So we ll go no more a-rovlng. so late
But. mark you. lt wlll yet return.
Co. of Boston.
Into the night.
Luncheon and Dinner
Oh yes. lt wlll, I tell you flat—
TEL. 26-W
CONFECTIONERS
Either as a book to be read for The
A Merry Christmas is Wished the
Winter Solstice points to that,
pleasure or one to be consulted for And that Is why I always say
438 MAIN ST., 484 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
65 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
ebony kitty by hls Bay State friend
reference, the book seems without ’’Hurrah! We've reached the Shortest whose signature in French reads “Le
Day!"
t
152-lt
peer
Sainte Terrer " (Tlie Holy Terror).
Lucio lu The Manchester Guardian,
MddaaiMddiMi>iMis«>AM«sthMiaiSi»iSi>iSi>iMhai>ikik>i>iM)i«>iMiiaatM

Scattered along our eastern sea
board or in the Caribbean are scores
1 of islands, whose romantic histories
are buried in the forgotten past, but
j whose real or legendary backgrounds
I loom large in the colonial beginnings
of America.
Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket
were discovered by Bartholomew
Gosnold years before the Pilgrims
I landed on Plymouth Rock; Long
i Island for years was a bone of conj tention between early English and
Dutch settlers; and the nearby island
! of Manhatten was secured from the
Indians by Peter Minuit for twentyfour dollars' worth of beads, cloth and
| trinkets.
j Cape Breton was controlled by
j either British or French on two or
more occasions before it finally be[came British, and it bears evidence
. of both Norse and Icelandic visits be-

iSark 0o 0hr Hrlla

3
S
2
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CHRISTMAS BALL

;

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 25

1

Community Building, Rockland, Me.

|

THEY TOOK FRENCH LEAVE

Prison Farm Had No Holiday Charms For Three
Convicts Who Fled Last Night

lUEE

5

ED.MORAN

wmwc«mm<«««mm««««-c««<«««««<«

STORE DEMONSTRATION

f.CMORANCO?

DENTAL NOTICE

In Holiday Dress

A Guide Down East

CHISHOLM BROS.

Home Made Candies

j

Freshly Salted Nuts

CHRISTMAS NIGHT BALL

BENDIX

The Paramount

HOME LAUNDRY

J

only 50c

PARKER E. WORREY

CHISHOLM BROS.

The Paramount

Every-Other-Day
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tion. There is some reason to believe
that the New Deal members of the
President’s cabinet are not so crazy
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
about Mr. Brann as they might be but A Collection of Chatty Items
And lo, the angel of the Lord came Parley is for him all right.
With the New Dealers having a
From the Camden Street
Upon them, and the glory of the Lord
shone round about them, and they ticket in the primaries headed by
Institution
Senator Corrigan the question is
were sore afraid.—Luke 2:8-16.
naturally asked what will be the at
titude of Brann toward the move
Camden Street School, Madlene
ment. I told him the other day that Rogers, teacher of Grades three and
I understood that Corrigan was going four.
to run against him in the primaries.
There are 19 boys and girls in our
New Dealers Not Strong In He said that he supposed so. but
made no further comment. A great room this year. Pupils having per
Maine But Apparently On many of the former Governor's fect attendance for the term are:
friends don't believe that he will go Earle Gregory. Dorothy Young and
The Job
into the primaries if there is going Carolyn Candage.
to be a contest for the nomination.
Contests have been carried on.
The New Dealers of Maine in the But none of them claim to have any Arithmetic winners were Herbert
Democratic party are going to assert authentic information to that effect. Brazier. Christine Prentiss. Earle
themselves This element has flour- ' "If they want it. let them have it." Oiegory. Margaret Packard. Laura
Ished grandly elsewhere, but in the these friends say may be the former Munro and Florence Carroll Spell
Governor's attitude. If Senator Cor ing winners were Glenice Munro ana
past in Maine it has had to take a rigan is nominated and Brann is out Dorothy Young.
back seat. At any rate those who |
Two of our classmates. Jane and
have adopted this particular creed of it, then there wouldn't be much Sh’rley Scott, are passing the winter
are not going to be content followihg doubt what the result will be. no mat in Florida.
ter who the Republican's nominate.
the other crowd without protest.
The school room and school yard
In addition to getting after Mr.
The New Deal party had a confer
nere measured by Herbert Brazier
ence in Augusta a short time ago and Brann. it is understood that some of and Arthur Cayton as part of an
the Democrats would be rid of Fred
as I understand it. it was agreed to H.
Lancaster, who is the chairman arithmetic lesson.
put a Democratic ticket in the pri
An Indian project was carried out
of
the
Democratic State committee.
maries for major offices against the
in October and a Pilgrim project in
This,
however,
has
only
an
indirect
selections of the regular organiza
with the Corrigan propo November Pilgrim dolls were dressed
tion. That would include the three connection
sition. Mr. Lancaster is, of ccurse by the girls, and the boys brought in
congressmen »nd of course Goyj
fcrmer Oov„nor trees. Plymouth Rock and the May
Brann. In fact, as I get it the former
„„„„
and he would probably want to keep flower for the sand table.
Governor is <?.'■ target aimed at by him where he is in case he would
Columbus Day. Armistice Day. Edu
those responsible for the new move. be nominated for Governor.
cation Week and Fire Prevention
Gov. Brann. as has been repeatedlyA man who has been mentioned as week were all observed.
said, is pretty nearly the whole party a possible successor to Chairman
Visiter this term have been Mrs.
in this State. I don't suppose that
Ralph Norton and Supt Cumming.
anyone who has any know^dge of j
wouW 1
Maerice Blackington substituted
the political conditions in Maine has be interested
Mr. Brann wanted one
nn*‘ day
rinv recently.
any idea that any other nominee for Lancaster and as a matter of fact I
A Christmas party was held in our
governor would have the slightest don't know whether he would be in room Friday afternoon. Christmas
chance of election against the Re terested in it anyway.
carols werc sung and gifts were dis
tributed frem a lighted Christmas
publican nominee But, it can’t be
—Fred K. Owen
tree.
that these New Dealers expect to I In the Sunday Telegram.
elect thelr candidate. They want to |
Calenders and blotters were made
get back at someone and especially '
as gifts fcr the mothers
All pupils in Grades 1. 2. 3. 4 took
they want to show their disapproval
part in the Christmas concert at the
of the former governor who. as they
Community Building.
assert, appointed Republicans to
Children in Miss Healey's room not
office instead of good Democrats who Rainbow Hues Will Be Seen
absent or tardy during the fall term
wbre entitled to the spoils.
On Auto Number Plates Include Either Small Sub-Primary.
The foregoing, in a few words,1
and Merle Hafford. Grade 1.
Next Year
states their attitude. They may have ,
The children in Grade 2 have com
no idea that they can win. but they ,
can show their disapproval of the' Rainbow hues, and variations pleted a health booklet entitled "A
failure of thelr governor to provide thereof, will be used on motor vehicle Good Breakfast."
Visitors in thc downstairs room dur
them with Jobs. To state it frankly, license plates next year. Maine will
they are sore and they propose to be one of the nine States putting into ing the term have included Supt.
make that fact manifest. It may be use the aluminum plate which is be Cumming. Mrs. Louis Cates. Mrs.
that most of them are in favor of the . coming increasingly popular. The , Charles Haffcrd. Mrs. Albert Grant.
New Deal creed of the President. 1938 "parade of color" in license Mr. Sherman Lord. Mrs Gladys Mills
Seme of them no doubt are. but the plates, as reported by the American and Miss Emma Stackpole of Thornaston.
fact that the Democratic leaders of Automobile Association, follow?:
Merle Haffcrd won the arithmetic
Alabama. Orange on Purple.
Maine, those who have been doing
contest in Grade 1. The Second
the leading, are not New Dealers, j Arizona. Black on Federal Yellow.
Grade contest was won by Dorothy
gives them something to tie to. "You j Arkansas. White on Red :
!'
California. Black on Lemon Yellow Pettee.
have not been loyal to our President;
We welcomed Bradford Turnbull. t i
Colorado, White on Turquoise
we are." That might be their way
who entered Grade 1 on Sept 20.
I
Green.
of putting it.
» • * •
Connecticut, Black on Aluminum.
CHRISTMASTIDE
One of the leading spirits in the
Delaware. Red on Aluminum.
[For
The Courier-Gazette]
movement is Senator Edward J. Cor- J District of Columbia. Black on
The time draws nigh when Christmas
rigan, Democrat, of Washington Chrome Yellow.
day
County, and another is 3enator Law
Florida. Canary Yellow on Mid Wlll be with us once more
tf
rence J. Walsh. Democrat, of Lew night Blue.
Our thoughts oft turn to gifts and cards,
tf
j And shopping days in store:
iston. The two were half of the j Georgia. Orange on Dark Blue.
To merry bundles wrapped with care.
Democratic minority in the last Sen
tf
Idaho. White on Maroon.
Gay toys that tots adore—
ate. The other two were Senators
Bright lighted candles for the sill.
Illinois, White on Dark Green.
tf
Green wreaths to 'dom our door
Fortin and Maliar. both of Lewiston. , Indiana. Red on White.
But the two latter did not make much
Iowa. Blue on White.
The spirit of the Christmas-tide
of a stir. They were rather content
I'm sure onc seldom flees—
Kansas. White on Black.
tf
For
Joyous greetings, friendly calls,
to be minority and let it go at that,
Kentucky. Green on White.
The sight of Christmas trees.
tf
Walsh and Corrigan were storm cen
Louisiana. White on Vermillion.
1 Now turns our thought from anxious
ters and tbey did quite a lot of storm
care.
Maine. Green on Aluminum.
&
| Makes strife and greed decrease;
ing. Apparently they are going to do
Maryland. White on Green.
Till through this rush of Chrtstmastlde
some more.
Massachusetts. White on Maroon.
We sense Hls gift of peace.
tf
Senator Corrigan, as I understand
Michigan. Black on Green.
' It seems we hear the angel song—
it. is the man who will go into the
Minnesota. Aluminum on Black.
tf
As on that night of old—
primaries as the New Deal candi
Mississippi. White on Blue.
Waft down to bid us kinder be,
tf
date for Governor against former
Missouri. Black on Ivory.
| Goodwill to all unfold:
TUI dreary cheerless homes wlll glow
Gov. Brann. Senator Walsh is the
Montana. Black on Orange.
'tf
With warmth of love untold.
man picked to run for Congress in
Nebraska. Aluminum on Black.
I And Earth knows gifts from Heav'n tf
the Second district. In the First
Nevada. Silver on Blue.
above
district, the person that I have heard
New Hampshire. White on Green. I More .precious than of gold.
tf
Anna Ojala.
mentioned as the New Deal candi
New Jersey. Aluminum on Black.
tf
Fairfield Sanatorium
New Mexico, Black on Yellow.
date Is Joseph W Connolly of Port
tf
land .who in the last primaries
New York. Yellow on Black.
showed himself to be pretty much of
North Carolina, Black on Gold.
tf
a vote getter.
North Dakota, Black on Canary
tf
I haven't heard anyone quote young Yellow.
Mr. Connolly as saying that he was
tf
Chio. Black on White.
going to affiliate himself with the j Oklahoma, Black on Yellow.
New Deal Party. Whether he com
Oregon, Black on Aluminum.
tf
mitted himself to the plan I do not
Pennsylvania. Blue on Oolden Yel
know. He came pretty near to beat low.
tf
ing Simon Hamlin in the primaries
Rhode Island, White on Black.
tf
a year ago in June and is quite a vote
South Carolina. Black on Yellow.
gettea. He is probably quite well i South Dakota, White on Blue.
tf
aware that the organization candi
Tennessee, Dark Blue on Alumi
tf
date for member of Congress is going num.
tf
to be Harold B Emery of Limerick.
Texas, White on Black.
Over in the Third district, I don't
tf
Utah. Maroon on White.
understand that any selection has
Vermont, Blue on White.
tf
been made for member of Congress j
w
Virginia, Black on White.
on the Insurgent ticket. The old
y
Washington. Green on White.
Bangor-Brewer
Democratic
Club
West
Virginia
(
1937-1938>.
National
which at one time made quite a stir
ln politics down there, is interested Yellow on Black.
tf
Wisconsin. Black on Aluminum.
in the new movement, so it is stated,
tf
Wyoming.
Gold
on
Blue.
and I was told that someone from
tf
that organization or what is left of
Territories and Possessions
it, would be the selection.
Alaska.
Red
on
White.
tf
• • • *
Canal Zone. White on Red.
tf
Senator Corrigan, has been mayor
Hawaii. (Yellow on Black.
of Calais and owns a foundry in that
tf
Philippine Islands. Green on White.
city. When the C. I. O. was conduct
Puerto Rico (1937-1938) Navy Blue
ing its shoemakers strike in Lewiston
tf
and Auburn. Senator Corrigan went on White.
down to Androscoggin County and
Provinces of Canada
S’
made some speeches in behalf of the
Alberta. Crimson on White.
tf
strikers, along with Senator Walsh,
British Columbia, Cream on Ma
who. as it seems to be planned now.
tf
will be his associate on the New Deal roon.
tf
Manitoba, White on Black.
ticket.
Another element in the Democratic
New Brunswick, Black on Alumi
y
party that is said to be interested num.
tf
in the New Deal movement is what
Nova Scotia. Black on Yellow.
tf
is referred to generally as the Moran
Ontario. Orange on Peacock Blue.
faction in Knox County. Mr. Moran
Prince Edward Island, Aluminum • From the Spice Islands of Molucca tf
and Banda come the finest nutmegs
himself has a very comfortable job on Green.
grown. And from the best varieties S’
tn Washington. His chief of staff in
Quebec. Aluminum on Black.
these East Indian nutmegs comes tf
Knox County is Attorney James Con
Saskatchewan. White on Vermilion of
Slade's. You can quickly tell it is
nellan, who was candidate for the
Those who find satisfaction in best—the dark rich brown color ond tf
Democratic nomination for mayor of identifying the various States each the pungent aroma ore your unfail
the city against former Mayor summer will do well to clip the above ing test. Compare. And then know y
Charles M. Richardson. The Moran list and preserve it until the Parade that Slade's cost no more. Use it to tf
faction is in a minority in the party of Color begins.
add zest to puddings, cakes, pies and
tf
in Rockland and Mr. Richardson beat
custards. It comes in convenient
Connellan by a substantial vote, j
sifter-top cans w ith covers.
tf
Vinalhaven & Rockland
When it came to the election, how- j
Interesting and helpful
tf
pP FF 10-p.ge booklet, "Story
ever, there seems to be reason to be- i
Steamboat Company
■
of Spices.” Send today.
tf
lieve that the Connellan side did not
ROCKLAND
turn out in force to support the party j
tf
nominee.
Service To:
tf
It is or course well known that the | VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
relations between Ex-Gov. Brann
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT,
D. &L. Slade Co., 189 State St., Boston, Mass.
and the Moran element have never '
SWAN'S ISLAND AND
tf
been harmonious. When Mr. Moran '
FRENCHBORO
tf
went to Washington and Mr. Brann J
WINTER SERVICE
was elected Governor, the Washing- j
“
Sweeten
ttnvith
j
Domino
Effective Saturday, Nov. 1.7
ton high command adopted the!
Refined
Rockland representative as the I (Subject to change without notice)
Crystal
inU.S.A.
whitehaired boy in politics in Maine. |
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Some of this command discovered
tf
Read Up
Crystal
> ••>
the mistake and came to realize the Read Down
A. M.
P. M.
tf
fact that if there was a Democratic
Cane Sutfar
Ar. fi 00
party in Maine it was mostly the man ! 5.30 Lv. Swan's Island,
S’
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
Tablets
who had been elected Governor. At
Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
» Zog»r Honing Corrmoir
any rate this was the conclusion of 7.30
Cane
Sugar
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
Mr. Farley who perhaps knows as
tf
Crystallized SB
Squares
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
much about practical politics as any
Adant Process
136-tf
one connected with the Administra-
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The Grade Schools

Offering you the best in the SEASON’S “EATINGS”
ANOTHER CHRISTMAS

\

Another occasion when we can express publicly the good will we feel to a community which has be
stowed on us so fully its Faith, Interest and Patronage.
—THE PERRY MARKETS.

May Oppose Brann

“Parade Of Color”

y

i

“Bring me v
spices from
Molucca”
Slades

Slade’s Nutmeg

(Domin0

y

*§And here’s hoping Santa Claus will bring

you “just what you want.”

There is nothing

quite so satisfactory as a bountiful Christmas

dinner ... for that occasion we have every

thing you need—from the first course to the
last—Jam and Jellies, Candy, Nuts, Sweets, and
all the fixin’s . . . Here you will find the best

of everything; here you will have the choicest

the markets afford ... all offered to you under
the most sanitary conditions and all accom

panied by our usual prompt and courteous

NUTS AND CANDY

service.

WALNUTS.. .. .. .. . lb 21c

DO YOUR SHOPPING AT OUR

LARGE BUDDED

PARK STREET MARKET

Mixed Nuts.. .. .. .. . Ib 21c
Castana Nuts .. 2 lbs 39c

Phone 1234 for Free Delivery Service

From Our Park Street Market

Paper Shell Pecans, Fresh Roast
ed Peanuts, Pecan Meats, Wal

PUDDING, by Heinz

nut Meats, Salted Peanuts.

JjgrTo England Heinz went for magic recipes of old fashioned
holiday pudding. From Greece to California for luscious
fruits. And so Heinz Pudding teems with feast day delicious
ness. Ready to heat and enjoy. Date, and Plum, and Fig.

FANCY RIBBON CANDY
2 lb box 29c

2 tins 65c

Order Early To Be Assured Of a Fine Bird!
HARD CANDY .. 1 lb bag 19c

FILLED CANDY, 1 lb bag 19c

FANCY PLUMP TURKEYS

CANDY FILLED

SELECTED DUCKS, GEESE, CHICKENS, FOWL

XMAS STOCKINGS

„ T flf

LITTLE PIG

19

3 for 10c

ROASTING

FOR THE XMAS STOCKING

PORK

CRACKER JACKS .. 3 for 10c

SUGAR .................................................... 10 lbs bulk 51c

Sun Maid Raisins .... 3 pkgs 10c

CORN ON THE COB.................................... 2 tins 35c

Hershey Choc. Bars .. 6 for

CITRON, LEMON, ORANGE PEEL .. 3 pkgs 25c

5c

Campfire Marshmallows lb 17c

Peppermint Patties lb pkg 19c
Peanut Brittle

lb pkg 19c

Hershey Bars............... 2 for

25c

KISSES.. .. .. .. .. .. 2 lbs 29c
Several Kinds

ICE CREAM DROPS 2 lbs 29c
GUM DROPS........ 2 lbs 25c

5c

RAISINS

DERBY’S PETER PAN

PEANUT BUTTER
In Decorated Chipless “Safeedge"
Glasses
A Set of Peter Pan Crayons and ;
Peter Pan Coloring Book FREE
Get your order in early as the
supply is limited

PALE OR GOLDEN

4

12-oz bots 25c
No Charge For Bottles

25c

fi

fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi

fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi

19c

These are filled with several kinds of Dog
Foods. Don't leave Fido off your Christ
mas list.
ASSORTED

CORN CAKES.............doz

KISSES,

9c
Ask Us For Prices On Any Size
Baskets

HERSHEY’S CHOCOLATE

pkg
Christmas Wrapped

25c

SUGAR

9c

AND GIVE YOUR DOG A
CHRISTMAS PRESENT
OLD TRUSTY
XMAS STOCKINGS, ea.

BROWN OR CONFECTIONER'S

JELL-O, all flavors ............................................... pkg
SEE THE BEAUTIFUL
“GIFT PACKAGE"

Food Always Is a Welcome Gift!

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
FANCY CAPE COD CRANBERRIES.................................... 2 qts
FRESH CRISP CELERY...................................................... 2 bunches

27c

ICEBERG LETTUCE.................................................................... 2 heads

15c

23c

YELLOW SKIN ONIONS .................................................. 5 pounds

19c

NATIVE POTATOES....................................................................... Peck

17c

Ml)c
3pkgs 21)c
m
. 3pk*‘2!5c

MINCEMEAT

BELL’S POULTRY SEASONING ............ pkg

BIG BUSTER

POP CORN..................5 lbs

■ >

NONE SUCH

SEEDED—SEEDLESS

GINGER ALE

PITTED DATES .... 2 pkgs 19c

23c

GRANDMOTHER’S MINCE MEAT 26 oz jar 23c

CHOCOLATES .... lb box 29c

10c

CRANBERRY SAUCE, 2 tins

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE............................. lb 29c

BON BONS ....................... lb 23c

FANCY FIGS............... pkg

_ _

BULK DATES .......................................... 3 pounds 25c

Assorted Xmas Wrapped

CHOCOLATES 5 lb bx 79c

LB.

MINOT—DROMEDARY—OCEAN SPRAY

’

M

We Offer Here the Best in Nationally Advertised Foods To Grace Your
Christmas Table

GREEN GIANT PEAS.. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 tins 33c
DEL MAIZ NIBLETS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 tins 25c
KEMP’S SUN RAYED TOMATOES.. .. .. .. .. 2 tins 25c
WELCH’S TOMATO JUICE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 50 oz tin 25c
DEL MONTE PEACHES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lge tins 39c
DOLE’S PINEAPPLE CRUSHED . . . ...............2 lge tins 39c
SILVER SLICE GRAPEFRUIT.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 tins 25c
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 tins 20c
DOLE’S PINEAPPLE JUICE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 46 oz tin 29c
DROMEDARY BAKED APPLES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 tins 29c
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . quart jar 39c
5 EVAPORATED MILK.. 3 tins 23c
DIAMOND CRYSTAL SALT.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 lb box
7c
SALADA TEA, Red Label.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1-2 lb pkg 39c
ROYAL DESSERTS, all flavors.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. pkg
5c
GOLD MEDAL FLOUR.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 24*/? lb bag 99c
Fould’s MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, three 8 oz pkgs 21c
BAKER’S COCOA.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 1-2 lb tin
7c
BEECHNUT ASSORTED COOKIES.. .. .. .. .. .. . pkg 29c
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE.. .. .. .. .. . two 1-2 lb cakes 29c
SSiJC1 OR CAKE FLOUR.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pkg 25c
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lge tin 19c

LARGE CALIFORNIA NAVEL ORANGES
INDIAN RIVER GRAPEFRUIT............................................... 5 for

25c

TANGERINES, NEW CROP, SWEET AND JUICY
FROZEN STRAWBERRIES or RASPBERRIES.................. pint

29c

Comb Honey, Ripe Tomatoes, Broccoli, Mushrooms, Delicious Apples,
Pears, Grapes, Cauliflower, Bunch Carrots and Beets, Sweet Potatoes,
Peppers, Cucumbers.

CIGARETTES

ALL POPULAR BRANDS
CHRISTMAS WRAPPED

CRISCO OR SPRY.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 lb tin 51c
PURE LARD.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 pounds 25c
EGGS—every one guaranteed.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . doz 27c
CHEESE—aged just right.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pound 25c
BUTTER—country roll.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 pounds 79c
2 PACKAGES 25c

FULL CARTON

$1.23

Shop in Comfort At Our Park Street Market—Ample Parking Space—Plenty of Shopping Room—Free Delivery

MAIN
ST.

THE PERRY MARKETS

PARK
ST.

£fi
fi

1

z
fi
fi

Every-Other-Day

hoS’aK’n^PoST’

Will Soon Expire

State Patrolman Henry G. Roper
has resumed his duties ot; the Ballast
SF
Thomaston run.
i^DECEM[BER
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Herbert Hall and B F. Whitehouse
were in Woolwich last week to at
tend funeral services held for the
late George Rice.

Veterans of World War May
Receive Preference In Be

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.

coming Naturalized

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

The Christmas Store
For Men’s Gifts

BURPEE & LAMB
INC.

Less than six months remain in
which veterans pf the World War
who are not citizens of the United
States, may receive preference in
Members of Ralph Ulmer Camp will
serve 6 o'clock suoper, Wednesday
becoming naturalized Americans, ac
cording to Commander Noonan of
night, to be followed by a meeting
Huntley-Hill
Post, Veterans of
with the Auxiliary at 7.30.
Foreign Wars of the United States.
Basketball, so far as it concerns the
Petitions of such veterans, who deKnox-Lincoln League, ls having a re
fire to acquire their full citizenship,
cess over the holidays. The next
without the usual waiting period,
scheduled games are Jan. 7. when the
roust be filed prior to May 25, 1938,
Thomaston teams play in Rockport.
Commander Noonan stated. His dis
cussion of the subject, based on In
formation received this week from the
The automobile registration office
MS FOR HIM MS
FOR HER
will be closed Friday and Saturday,
fl V.F.W. legislative representative at j
Washington, D. C. took place last j
by a proclamation of Gov. Bariows.
Yardley's Shaving Set
$2 85 Yardley's Gift Sets $1.35 to $10.90
fi night at a meeting of Post No. 2499
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
giving state employes an extra day's
Evening in Paris Sets
Yardley's
Shaving
Bowl
1.09
Dec. 20—Union-Senior class play, vacation, for Christmas.
................................ 1.10 to 10.09 fi at which the organization's Ameri- [
"Mama's Baby Boy" at Town Hall.
program was considered.
Yardley's Bath Salts ......... 1.10 fi canism
Shaving
Brushes
......
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
50
to
5.00
For the benefit of World War vet
Pussy willows, picked by Patricia
Dec. 25—Camden—Outing Club ball
Yardleys
’
Bath
Powder
1.35
at Opera House.
/ Barnes ol Wheeler's Bay Saturday
fi erans in this area who have never
Schick Electric Razor
15.00
Dec 25—Christmas dance at Commu found their way to The Courier-Ga
Warwick Lavender Sets
taken out their American citizenship
nity Building.
............................... 1.00 to 5.00 fi , papers, Commander Noonan said that
Cashmere Bouquet Shaving
'The zette office. Either Patricia was
D?c.
27-Rockport—Pageant.
Bcwl .......................................
.79 Coty's Bath Sets
it is probable that this liberal presmart or the pussy willows were. Or
Nativity" at Baptist Church.
2.25
Dec 27—Shakespeare Society meets both.
ej | ferred opportunity for veterans to beEvening
in
Paris
Bath
Pow

with Mrs. Helena Fales.
Woodbury’s Shaving Set
1.19
*31COlne cilizens "ill not be extended
der ......................................... 1.09
Dec 31—New Year s Eve—Milk Fund
after May 25. 1938. Interested vetBall at Community Building, auspices
Joel Sundstrom was awarded a 30
1.19 Cutex Sets .................. 89 to 3.75
Mennen’s Shaving Set ...
JJ i erans. he said, should correspond with
Rockland P.T.A.
days
’
sentence
by
Judge
Dwinal,
Sat

Glazo
Sets
..................
89
to
2,50
Jan 3 (10 a. m l—Inauguration ot New
I the Immigration and Naturalization
Williams Shaving Set ........ 1.19 LaCross Nail Polish Sets .... 3.00
urday, on rather an unusual chargeCltv Government.
n \ Service, Department of Labor, WashJan. 3-Knox-Waldo Schoolmen's Club supplying liquor to inmates of the
Palmers Tcilet Sets .........
Colgates Shaving Sets .49 to .89
j ington. D. C. to make arrangements
meets In this city.
,
w
............................... 1.00 to 3.00
Jan 21 (3 to 9 301—Educational Cluh lock-up. He promised not to do so
,» lor meeting with one of its represen
any
more
and
was
placed
on
proba

Yardley's
Perfumes
1.10
Pipes .......................... 25 to 5.00
meets at Grand Army hall
tatives. and to obtain the necessary
Feta 10—Boy Scout Circus at Commu tion.
Evening in Paris Perfume .55
| forms and detailed information as to
nity Building
, ei
Edgewcrth Tobacco, lb
1.25 Max Factor's Toilet Sets
Feb. 21-26—Community Fair at Corns
2 50 tc 10 00 kJ i,he rt£luired evidence and procedure.1
Rev. Corwin H. Olds delivered his [
munity Building.
Union Leader Tobacco, lb .09
“8 |1 Preference for alien veterans
vefprnne as
ac ta
to
Harriet Hubbard Ayer's
illustrated lecture "The Hudson's Bay j
! their American citizenship was exBriggs Tobacco, Ib............... 1.25 •Bath Pcwdt r ................ 1.09
Company and Its Country' before •
THF, WEATHER
I tended by Public Laws No. 317 and
Lucky Tiger Sets ............. 1.00
the Men's Club of the High Street
Gcc. Washington Tobacco,
I 338. both approved late last summer.
Manicure
Sets
......
1.00
lo
5.00
Congregational
Church
ln
Auburn
pound ................................
.69
First day of winter, and it cer
Commander Noonan explained.
Yardley
’
s
Compacts
last
night.
Mrs.
Olds
accompanied
I
tainly feels like it. with a tempera
| Public Law No. 317 permits re-en
Prince Albert Tobacco, lb.
.95
...............................
1.85
lo
3.50
him.
ture from 6 to 10 above in this city.
listments in the United States Army
Velvet Tobacco, Ib............... .95 Brush,Comb and Mirror
Doesn't look much like a white
1 (luring the following three years, of
Sets
2.89
to
15
09
Rockland
Lions
are
reminded
that
j
Christmas, but it's a powerful sight
those who legally declare thelr intenModel Tobacco, lb...................... 79 Harriet Hubbard Ayer's
better than a blue one. Shoppers tomorrow is the day they take second J 5r
i tion. and agree, to become fully nat
Toilet
Water
.....................
1.75
hand
clothing
and
toys,
new
or
ok.*
Yellow Bowl Pipes 1.50 to 2.00
were so thick yesterday that many
uralized citizens as speedily as pos
Harriet Hubbard Ayer's
toes were trod on. Only three more for distribution by Miss Corbett !
sible. notwithstanding the provisions
Sparkli t Syphons ............ 4.95
Rosamond Pci fumes
5.09
Members
should
take
their
presents
1
shopping days before the stockings
i of Public Law No. 176 which prohibits
to the meeting and the names wlll be
the enlistment or re-enlistment into
are hung.
CIGARS, CIGARETTES, TOBACCOS IN ALL THE POPULAR
called at that time. Rev. E. O. Ken
the U. S. Army, of any but U. S
,
citizens.
William G. Butman of 2 Purchase yon will deliver his annual Christmas I
BRANDS IN CHRISTMAS BOXES
message.
street is mourning the loss of hls au
Public Law No.. 338 extends a pre
tomobile which was stolen last night.
ferred opportunity to certain World
Skipper has gone a-journeying!
War veterans to become U. S. citi
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will have Born with a horoscope which says he
zens. Eligible for such preferred op
wiil
travel
far.
Skipper
started
Sat

a supper preceding the meeting
portunities are those racially admis
urday
by
express
on
a
transcontinen

Thursday night. Those not solicited
sible aliens who were members of
The jail residence on Limerock
tal
trip
from
Rockland
enroute
to
please take sweets. There will be no
the U. S. militaiy or naval services
1139 Winsor avenue. Piedmont, Calif, street—its three stories illuminated
at any time between April 5. 1917.
degree work.
to be a Christmas guest of Miss Betty with r’d lights—is a striking feature
and November 12, 1918, who were not
The transfer of the McBeath prop Fuller. Skipper is a beautiful grey in that section of the city.
discharged from any such service by
erty cn Union street to Dr. Charles kitten.
reason of alienage or under other
D North was completed yesterdaj.
than honorable condi’ions and who
Complete
your
family's
Christ

“Thank you" notes are being re
The deal was made through the redl
were not conscientious objectors who
mas happiness by dining at the new
estate agency of Elmer C. Davis * ceived about Knox County for radio Hotel Rockland. Phone 580 for reser
refused to wear the uniform or per
grams Sent at the Hobby Show
formed no military duty, and those
vations. Full course turkey dinner
Credit
is
due
to
fhe
co-operatibn
of
Funeral services for William T.
aliens lawfully admitted to the Unit
only $1.
152-153
Brown, a W.P.A. worker who col William Gray of Thomaston and
ed States for permanent residence
Winfield
Ramsdell
of
Portland,
who
“
MAINE
’
S
LITTLE
RADIO
CITY"
who, after the beginning of the
lapsed and died after completing his
O. E. ROBINSON, SR.
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
forenoons work on the park project were sending messages for two days,
World, War, departed from the United
with
the
aim
that
every
message
be
opposite the foot of Middle street yes
States in order to serve and who
O. E. Robinson, Sr., whose sudden
delivered.
This
item
is
Just
another
TUESDAY ONLY. DEC. 21
terday, will be held at hls late home
did serve honorably, prior to Nov. ll,
of the success of the recent death occurred recently, was well
1918. with the armed forces of any
on Glen street, Wednesday at 2 p. m. phrase
Special Matinee 2.30
show.
known and popular in this city, his
Single evening show at eight
of the countries allied with the Unit
ed States in the World War.
birthplace. Although Mr. Robinson
Waldo Theatre Christmas Party
Tlie annual Christmas tree for
CHRISTMAS ISSUE
It is not necessary, Commander
had
been
ill
for
some
time
previous
to
In
conjunction
with
the
Merchants
needy children will be given Wed
Noonan explained, for any veteran in
of Waldoboro
nesday by Huntley-Hill Pest and his demise, his ailment was not
either of these groups to file a dec
Auxiliary, at the Armory on Spring considered of critical nature and the MYRNA LOY,
Christmas, falling upon our pub
laration of intention, to prove the
WARNER BAXTER usual five ^years' residence in the
street. Children will meet tlTere at end was consequently a severe shock
lication day,, next Saturday, The
Courier-Gazette will be put to press
1.30 for a theatre party in the aft to his circle of associates.
in
United States in addition to six
ernoon. returning to the Armory at
Friday afternoon. This timely no
months' residence in a given county
Deceased was born in 1870. son of |
“BROADWAY BILL”
four o'clock 'or refreshments of ice George H. and Sophronia (Stevens)
tice is given in order that adver
or judicial district, to produce a cer
cream and cake and presents. About Robinson, and attended Grammar
tisers, correspondents and other
Beloved race track story—direct tificate of arrival unless legal admis
153 children have been invited, the School in this community. For a . ed by Frank Capra, who gave you sion occurred after March 3, 1924.
contributors may gauge their plans
members ef the Jennie Allen Wilson time he was employed at the lime
accordingly.
"Mr. Deeds Goes To Town' and or to pay any petition fee before Sny
Club to be special guests
federal court and only the usual fee
kilns in Rockport and later shipped : “Lost Horizon."
Matinee Free To All Children
before any state court.
on a syndicate barge as cook. He also
A handsome framed picture in
Marion 6-year-old daughter of Mr
Accompanied B.v Adults
evergreen representing a community and Mrs. Cecil W. Carver of New worked on a tug as stoker for brief
For admission to the evening
Christmas tree is on display at Cor County road, suffered fractures ot periods. Until 1920 he served as car j
ner Drug Store. It is the handiwork both thighs at 4.30 Sunday afternoon inspector for the Maine Central Rail show everyone is requested to bring
cf Mrs. Ada Martin and is displayed on Route 1. near Pleasant Gardens road. injuries having caused his re groceries (nothing that would
tirement, after which he engaged in spoil!. Bring a$ much as you feel
in answer to many requests.
College students arriving at their
when she was struck by a car driven trucking in Rockland.
you can afford and help make this homes for the holiday vacation are;
police said, by Gerald Grant. 22. of 24
Christmas
the
happiest
yet
for
Mr.
Robinson
who
was
an
earnest
Wnile many persons uptown are State street. She was treated bv Dr
University
of
Maine—Richard
lamenting laxity tn local industrial C. D. North and taken to Knox Hos lover of music, often played his vio people less fortunate than your Thomas. William Glover. Ruth Greg
self.
lin
for
dances
with
Fred
Eastman,
ory. Richard Britt. Lucille Rankin,
circles down at the Southend the pital. Grant said the child ran from
Hervey Allen, Jr., Charles Havener,
Ramsdell Packing Co. plant is driv behind another vehicle directly into and was also associated with Colonel
WEDNESDAY,
DEC.
23
Meservey and his quintet, his fel
Rose Whitmore, John Blethen, Ed
ing piling which tn the spring will hls car.
No
Matinee
low musicians having been Luther
ward Ladd, Donald Saunders, Betty
support an addition to the present
Evening Seven and Nine
Clark of Thomaston. Ross Ingraham
McAlary, Barbara Orff, Eleanor
plant 40x100 feet. It will be used
Pleasant Valley Grange will con and various others.
Bank Night—Double Feature
Look. Ruth Pike, Ellis Ramsdell.
in the company's new venture, the fer the third and fourth degrees to
Survivors are two sons. Edwin and MARSHA HUNT,
Meredith Dondis, Russell Bartlett
packing of sardines in tomato sauce- night. A Christmas tree with Santa
Oscar; one daughter, Bernice; two
very delicious, if you ask us.
to distribute gifts, will be part of sisters. Minnie Pendexter and Nellie
JAMES ELLISON and Charles Lowe.
Bates College—Maizie Joy, James
the program. The feature ls to be Mason of Portland, and one brother,
in
Pellicane, Elizabeth Walker, Sam
A proposed W.P A. project which Joke stockings, and all are requested
George
of
Bowdoinham.
“ANNAPOLIS SALUTE” Glover. Wilbur Connon and Edwin
will Interest lots of Rockland citizens, to hang thelr own. Jokes as gifts,
Edwards.
but which has not yet received the and as many as you wish to con
Aim
government's stamp of approval, is tribute. and a gift for the tree are
Colby College—James East. Donna
«€ WALDOBORO
ROSALIND
KEITH
the removal of the old Street Railway solicited. Any Grange member is
deRochemont and Charles Emery, Jr.
CHARLES STARRETT
Harvard College—Charles Dorgan.
rails on Main street, some of which Invited to take part in this program
Percy E. Storer
In
Dartmouth College—William An
are projecting quite badly above the Refreshments of candy, popcorn and
Funeral services for Percy E.
derson.
surface. Tlie rails extend for a dis apples are requested.
Storer. 77, who died Sunday at the 1 it'WESTBOUND MAIL”
Noble-Greenough School. Dedham,
tance of one and one-quarter miles,
Maine General Hospital in Portland
Mass—Elmer "Toppy" Bird.
and their removal, together with the
The newly organized Woman's will be held from the residence
THURS.-ERI.. DEC. 23-24
Springfield (Mass.) College—Cobb
black surface fill would furnish two Home Missionary Society of the M Wednesday at 2.30 o’clock, Rev. Os
Matinee 2.30. Evening at 8
Peterson.
months' work for 23 men. In this E. Church met with Mrs. Eunice car Barnard, pastor of the Metho
JOAN BLONDELL
city at the present time, under W.P.A Winslow as hostess. Thcugh the day dist Church officiating.
Bouve School of Boston—Elizabeth
sponsorship, four or five miles of road was vety stormy 12 were present. The
Mr. Storer was treasurer of the
LESLIE HOWARD Snow.
are under construction. 500 feet of president Mrs. C. E. Brooks presided Waldoboro Building & Loan Asso
Boston College of Dental Nursing—
in
sewer are being built on North Main Alter the business meeting, the ritual ciation for 48 years and had served
Elizabeth Till.
“STAND IN”
street, survey is being made for the service was conducted by the presi the town as clerk for 28 years and
Boston School of Practical Arts—
Otis street sewer and the "Sullivan dent. who was assisted by Miss Sher as treasurer for six years. He was a
Frederick Merritt.
Fark' project is being completed.
Bryant & Stratton—Gordon Flint.
man. taking the place of the leaci’r charter member of the Odd Fellows
Westbrook Junior College—Char
of spiritual life. The thank offering lodge.
Affection and esteem for a depart^ service was in charge of Mrs. Ella
Survivors are" his wife. Sarah
The City Farm was the scene of leen Ramsdell and Glenna Rankin.
Wheelock School of Boston—Cath
ed comrade was manifested by the Brown. Mrs. Brooks, who was in (Philbrook) Storer; and one daugh
a hot chimney fire Monday morning. erine Black.
members of the Rockland Fire De charge of the program, gave a very ter, Sarah S. Lash.
Castine Normal School—Margaret
partment Sundry alternooi as they interesting map study of the work of
McMillan and Margaret Rogers.
Uie Woman's Home Missionary So
marched through Main street belting, ciety. The newly elected officers areMassachusetts College of Optomjletry—David Hodgkins.
the remains of the late Fred L, Fresldent. Mrs. C. E. Brooks; first
A
Gorham
Normal
School—Rose
Cheyne. one of the best known of tho vice president. Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood;
2 Flanagan, Muriel McPhee. Catherine
local firemen. Tlie funeral services secretary. Mrs. Edith Tweedie; treas
2! Chisholm and Ruth Harper,
were held at the Russell Funeral. urer, Mrs. Ella Brown; mite box sec
g Lowell (Mass.) Textile School—
retary, Mrs Rose Gardner; leader,
Heme. Rev. J. C. MacDonald officiat young people. Mrs Amy Sherman;
^This is the last ca'l! for Christmas. It's almost over, $ j Charles Merritt.
ing. There were many floral offerings During the social hour which followed
Johns Hopkins University—Robert
and still we have lots more good things for Christmas A«i Allen.
conveying sympathy for the bereaved the meeting, ice cream and cake were
Aeronautical University of Chicago
ones. The bearers were Chief Engi served by the hostess in addition to
presents. And the prices will fit your pocketbook.
| —Nelson Rokes.
neer Van Russell. James Olay, Ar two birthday cakes which were
University of Pennsylvania—Oram
thur Smith and Percy Dinsmore. In brought by two of the ladles in re
Lawry. Jr.
of the birthday <5f two
tel ment was ni Sea View cemetery. membrance
Eastern Radio School of Boston—
of the members.
*<FOR MEN«<
*<FOR BOYS*€
Mr. Cheyne was 56. He had been ln
, Maurice McKusic.
Beautiful Neckwear
25r. 50’ School Pants, Knickers
Mass. Diesel Institute of Bostonill health for some time suffering
Holiday highlights—important sav
Cleveland Mhrey
.......... ..... . ............... $1.50, $1.98
Latest Patterns in Silk or Silk
ings for you at Alfreda Perry's. 7
from an incurable ailment.
Williams College—Lawrence Crane.
and IV ol Stockings 25c, 35c, 50c Cordurcy Pants $1.50, $1.98, $3,0)
Limerock street. All wool robes.
I Mass. Institute of Technology—Ed
$3.95—some of $650 value. Also
Dress Gloves .... $1.00, $1.50, $2.25 Shirts cr Blouses ..................... 79c
Dine on Christmas Day at de just arrived, stunning new pajamas
ward Hellier.
Pajamas in either cotton or
Pajamas ............................... $1.09
lightful Hotel Rockland. A full course of silk and bemberg rayon—as dur
flannel
....................
$1.00,
$1.59
Skating Sox ........................... 50c
turkey dinner for $1. Make reserva able as they are lovely to look at—
Fancy Sweaters $1.00, $1.98, $2.98 Sweaters .......... $1.00, $1.50, $1.98
tions early. Phone 580. Rockland.
Flattering.—adv.
152-153
Heavy Wool Sweaters . ........
Rain Coats ....................... $3.09
....................... $2.00, $3.00, $5.09 Zipper Coats ...................... $2.98
Al's Barber Shop will be open
We have a few extra good watches
Heavy Wool IIoso.................. 50c Mittens ......................... 25c, 50c
evenings until Christmas.
Al's
and diamond rings which we will sell Beauty Salon will be open by ap
* * * *
at true bargains. An ideal Christ pointment in the evening; phone 826
mas gifts. Tel. 190. Confidential Loan —adv.
tarof course any article purchased here can he returned after
MORTICIANS
Co., Masonic Temple, Rockland.
Christmas
and
everything
made
satisfactory.
Last minute gifts, India Prints for
149-163
Ambulance Service
ouch covers or wall hangings,
* * * *
riendship mottoes; salad bowls;
E. K. Gould has removed his law
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
office from 375 Main street to 400 vases; glass; book-ends; hand-craft;
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
small pictures; costume Jewelry, etc.
Main street (over Woolworth's).
119-tf
152-lt
131-tf What-Not Gift Shop.

Suggests

GIFT

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
FOR MEN AND BOYS
This is the Year when Useful Gifts are most appro
priate. Something to wear is always desirable. Men
and Young Men will like these gifts, for they will re
flect your good taste as they do our reputation for
selling the Best of Everything.

TALK OF THE TOWN

JS
ts |

y
tjg

WALDO THEATRE

Home For Holidays

AYER’S
****

«<

The Store For Men Where Women Like To Shop”

Men’ s
Shirts
THE “IMPERIAL” BRAND

Exclusive designs, stripes, checks, fine figures.

Well tailored, with a good shaped collar.

OTHER GIFT SUGGESTIONS
Suede Jackets.......................... $9.95 to $13.95

Mufflers, wool or silk................................. 85c to$3.00 Fancy Prints and Madras
$1.50, $1.65, $2.00
Temple Ties.................................................... 65c to$1.50
Broadcloth with Silk Stripe

Pajamas ......................................... $1.50 to $2.50

Blue, Tan, Grey, White

Gloves, lined or unlined......... $1.25 to $5.00

$2.50 each

Moorhead Hose.................................. 40c to 75c

White Crepe Silk

Smoking Jackets.......................................... $7.00

$3.00 each

White Broadcloth
EVERY GIFT IN A CHRISTMAS BOX

$1.50 to $2.00

VISIT OUR BARGAIN BASEMENT
Get a Laurel Wreath Now

Store Open Evenings This Week

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL CHRISTMAS

E3EK

t°hf£

DRAKE/

( TAXES - SILLSButs-taxes
O'/.'

if ssMeaoEN

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
LefT 'tou

A

MILLION DOLLARS
^IHAT WOULD YOU DO ?.

YOU GET morc for ycur money when you buy an ELECTROLUX
refrigerator. Increased usability, unbelievable economy, smart appcarancr make ELECTROLUX REAL value. See the new models at
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

BORN
AI DEN—At Knox Hospital,. Rockland,
Dec. 17. to Mr and Mrs. Earl Alden,
a son
BELMORE—At Cushing, Dec. 18 to Mr.
and Mrs Joseph A Belmore. Jr,
(Prances Young), a daughter, Yvonne
Mary.

MARRIED
ROWLAND-FORD—At Waldoboro Nov
10 by Rev. Vaughan Overman. Warren
C. Ford of Rockland and Miss Mar
garet B. Rowland of Waldoboro
LEACH-THOMAS—At Lewiston, Dec. 20.
by Rev. W S. Rounds. Harold S Leach
of West Rockport and Miss Corlce
L. Thomas of Rockland.

—
DIED
STORER—At Portland, Dec. 19. Percy
E. Storer of Waldoboro, aged 77 years.
Funeral Wednesday at 2.30 o’clock
from, residence.
BROWN—At Rockland. Dec. 20. William
Tyler Brown, aged 55 years 2 months. J
17 days
Funeral Wednesday at 2
o’clock from residence, 33 Olen street |

CARD OF THANKS
We want to thank our neighbors tor
thelr klndess and for the flowers.
Mrs. Harry A. Staples.

4

COMPWH

<7361 MAIN

CHRISTMAS
A

*’etXWC«•«*kkWtWMiCWt(MMCOTOtWltM
FOR CHRISTMAS
FANCY NORTHERN TURKEYS............... lb
They do mt raise better turkeys than this lot.
young meaty birds.

34c

All

A GOOD LOT OF TURKEYS as low as lb

30c

Good birds

FANCY NATIVE CHICKEN............................ lb

35c

FANCY NATIVE FOWL....................................lb

32c

FRESH KILLED DUCKS....................................lb

29c

Don’t forget our attractive GIFT BASKETS $1.23
These contain a good assortment of Groceries, Fruit
and Candy. Will please anybody.

Crosse & Blackwell’s PLUM or FIG PUDDING 34c

Skii*

Crosse & Blackwell’s two pound jars REAL
MINCE MEAT.........................................................

49c

We have everything to make your Christmas dinner
a real success

BURPEE’S

WILLIS AYER

The Christmas Store
For Men’s Gifts

Why not give Groceries for Christmas Presents?

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
98tf

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 17

Page Four
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program and Santa will be there. I
Parents are invited. The Interme r
diate, senior and adult departments
Kenneth Holt of Brookline Mass.. wU1 bave a tree at the vestry Wedls guest of Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. neS(jay night at 7 o'clock. Teachers
Jamieson.
| from tbe other departments are ln“MADAME X’’
Mark Rodgers and son "Buddy” vited. Refreshments will be served,
of Concord. Mass., recently visited
Megunticook Grange meets WedMr. and Mrs. Richard Howarth.
j nesday night.
Mrs. Clarence Harmon of Wood-1 Comique Theatre attractions for j
fords passed the weekend with her j the coming week: Today, George Araunt, Miss Mary C. Davis.
j Uss in "Dr. Syn;’’ also Get-Rich-Nite:
Chester Hansen has resumed his' Wednesday and Thursday. Will
position as clerk ln Prank L. Ken- Rogers in "Judge Priest:" Priday,
nedys store, having been confined to Mickey Rooney in "Hoosier Schoolboy;" Saturday, double program with
the house with grippe.
John Miller of Portland is holiday Joe E. Brown in "Fit For a King." I
guest of hls parents, Mr. and Mrs. and Buck Jones in "Boss of Lonely 1
Valley.”
Fessenden W Miller.
Miss Maxine Browm, a student at '
Arthur Lindsay has returned to
Boston after spending a few days in the Westbrook Junior College is '
passing the holiday with her par- J
town
8tephen Gross and Dwight Lord ents. Mr. and Mrs. Ora R. Brown.
Mrs. Louise Dunbar entertained
are home from the University of
the Thimble Club last night.
Maine for the Christmas recess.
The Comique Theatre was packed
George Heal has returned to
Braintree. Mass., having been called Sunday afternoon and night during
here by the sudden death of his the Lions Club show for the benefit
of the needy. Money, vegetables,
brother. Aubrey S. Heal.
Miss Elizabeth Calder was guest canned goods, etc., were the main
artist at the Christmas program at articles of admission. The manage
the Rubinstein Club given Friday ment and picture producers donated
night at the Universalist Church in the entire program and the employes
Rockland. Miss Calder and Mrs. at the theater also gave their serv
Ruth Coliemer played the piano duet ices It was a big day and a most
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 by Franz helpful one.
The window in Hall's restaurant on
Liszt.
The beginners, primary and junior Elm street is filled with packages
Warren William and Gladys .George in "Madame X’
departments of the Baptist Church for the Outing Club fair to be held
school will have a Christmas tree in at Heald's garage Tuesday night.
.
. ------ ■
the vestry Wednesday afternoon at Sale is on from 7 o'clock to mid
, .
. u u
u
2.30 o'clock. There will be a short night.
Shifting from the famous French | highlight of a story which has beRiviera to Paris. New York. New come one of the most heart-stabOrleans and Buenos Aires, the story | bing dramas of the ages.
One of the most fascinating aspects
of "Madame X" revolves about the
I turbulent career
of Jacqueline of the picture is the process by which
' Fleuriot. the young and beautiful Miss George show's the physical
i French girl who. forced to flee her changes of ...
her gradual
degradation
| husband and son because of being The plot, shifting from 1920 to the
! falsely accused of murder, gradually present day. presents he star first
I descends the scale of life until she as a lovely young girl then as a
' becomes a poverty-stricken drunken woman torn by her flagrant life, anti
old harridan of the waterfront cafes finally as the gray -haired old harriHer ultimate regeneration in one of dan of the sensational courtroom
the most celebrated trial scenes ever episodes.
written for a play or picture is the ’
—adv.

CAMDEN

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

In D & H ANTHRACITE

Comes Ahead of Cost

«« THOMASTON US

lin

LjAT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

I

Everybody’s Column

.Idvertlsements ln this column not to
-w

I Miss Jessie M. Stewart has taken
’ PXPPl
exceed three line* Inserted once for 25
"♦’(cents, three times for SO cents
Addi
charge of The Courier-Gazette's
tional lines live cente each for one time
Thomaston columns, and ^ill be very
■I 10 cents for three time*. Six small worda
SOUP-HANDLERS” IN “DANGER PATROL”
| to a line.
grateful for news items which may
be furnished for her. If you have
*
matters of interest in and around
♦
Thomaston please notify her. The
telephone call is 149-13]
• • » •
i LADY'S blue zlpptr pocketbook loat on
Students home for the holidays in
Main St.. Saturday p
m
GLADYS
clude Miss Katherine Creighton from
! SPEAR. Warren R F D. 2 or Tel 770
'
city
152-1t
Gibbs Secretarial School in Boston,
KEYS on chain lost 8unday momtng
Miss Elizabeth Henry’ from Univer
between 89-95 Union St TEL 836-R or.
sity of Maine. Walter Strong from
leave at The Courler-Oanette
152-154
Colby College for two weeks and
. " NEW BROWN
ZIPPER
POCKETRichard Woodcock from Bangor
' < '-«t between 9 45 p nv. and 1030
School of Commerce.
p m.. Monday Identification card auu
.«.tiiu«r lur 1938 In It
No name on
Mlss Janet Henry arrives today
Identification card I "•» *" •*— '
from Gorham Normal School for the
atre or between 51 Granite St Liberal
holidays and her sister Blanche will
reward one,eu Return tu ja mat......... ST.
___ ____ __________ 152-154
arrive Thursday from Quantico. Va.,
where she teaches.
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss of
deposit book numbered 34034 and the
Miss Harriet L Wilson was hostess
I owner of said book asks for duplicate ln
Monday night to the girls from the
, accordance with the provision of the
office of John Bird Co., at supper
1 State Law ROCKLAND SAVING8 BANK.
EDWARD J HELLIER Treas
and a joke Christmas tree in the
Rockland. Dec 7. 1937
146*T-152
evening
The guests were Misses
Belle Cullen. Annie Chase. Elma
I*
Ireland. Eva Rogers. Henrietta Libby
i*
of Rockland and Josephine Tolman
<
of Rockville.
<
Mrs. O. F. Cushing and her daugh
8)
SJ
ters Marjorie and Jean leave today
EXPERIENCED girl wants work ln
lo spend Christmas with her sister.
small family. Write P O BOX 32. City
Miss Mildred Garland in Jamaica
_________________________________ 132*154
' Plain. Mass.
Now comes a new and novel background for a screen drama—the activi
LAUNDRIES wanted to do.
359
BROADWAY. City. Tel 723-M_____152*154
Mrs, Charles W. Creighton and
son Malcolm are expected to arrive ties of the men—and their women at home—who handle nitroglycerine in the
REAL good Angora kittens wanted
Texas oil fields. Above arc John Beal, left, and Harry Carey readying the State
i tonjgbt for the holidays
age and sex F A. HOVERSTADT.
|
A1 ha completed work on the "soup” for shooting an oil well. Sally Ellers has the romantic part opposite 78 Canal St Boston
_ _________________150-152
christmas baskets ln the Baptist Beal and in support of the two and Carev are Frank M. Thomas, Crawford
SMALL, partly furnished apt. or house
1
J
wanted for winter, for two; heated
vestrj. jjon(jay night The Sunday Weaver, Lee Patrick,
Edward Gargan, Paul Guilfoyle, Solly Ward and Ann 1 write S. J. A . care Courier-Gazette
white chrjstmas tree added
Ilovcy. Lew Landers was at the megaphone for this romantic thriller.—adv.----------------------------------------------many additional gifts.
I POULTRY wanted, top prices paid. I.
Mi&s Hj,da George wU1 come this
POU8T 91 No Main St . Tel 41-J 146*157
, The cantata
christ Chlld, herds. Tlie Wise Men. and The Gifts
A Christmas Vow. Richard Shields; • ALL KINDS of light trucking and de
glven by tbe Baptist choir with the of thc Nations.
Santa Is a Dandy. Elmer Snowdeai; livery work Christmas parrels delivered
reasonable prices: careful handling
Little symphony Orchestra in the
The tableau characters were repre- A Christmas Wish. John Wentworth; tt
Tel. 1»-W
150*tf
Church sundav night was deeply en. sented by Jean Gillchrest. Payson a Christmas Song. Jane Shields; _
joyed. A beautiful cantata, its ren- George. Virginia Roes. Nancy Libby.I Santa's Toyshop, Victor Oaks; Ifj'w
' d?ring had exceptional merit. Mrs. Signe Swanholm. Winfred Williams, You're Good, Lorraine Candage. Ar- i I
Strout not only conducted with great Edwin Leach. David Wotton. James nold Wadsworth. Greta Skoog. Ken- j ♦
skill but also sung the cantata solos Dana. Joseph Richards. James Gill- neth Hall: Bundles. Priscilla White, ♦
with dramatic fervor. All the solos, chrest ;and the children in costumes
o. Come All Ye Faithful. Ada Dyer.
(« STONINGTON «
quartets and choruses were note- of many lands bearing gifts were Richard Dyer; Not Polite. Frederick the dana wrioht house. 7 rooms
_____
worthy, with perhaps special men- Phyllis Oasper. Lorraine Butler. Gil- Conway; Saint Nick. Sadie Gustav- ’f°r
jP’e!!!l'd!.y mk*h»n down
Mrs. Nora Eaton was recent guest D
yr l JCk ,;k„ Wkn ,10n of Mrs Veazie. Mrs Butler. Al- tert Beattie. Roy Bell. Robert Beattie, i son. Christmas Stockings. Bernadette JJJlr5 cement cellar good garage, perof her sister. Stella Knowlton at Tee By a Valued ouDSCilDer wno jred g(roU( Raymond Green and George Grafton,Hoy Swanholm. John Nichols; A Christmas Wish. Cynthia feet condition Linoleums and much of
Hill.
goes
with
house
desired.
Sees the Town Through Leon White. Jr. Tlie orchestra num- Dana. Patricia Roes Elaine Swan- Tupper; Signs of Christmas. Frank ^rn^eN^
,’5Ro
ckIind
. TelIf. 995
-J
Mrs. Emily McCauley and Mr.s
bers were splendidly given, and the holm and James Bell, the gifts being Smith. David Staples. Lester Snow152-154
Edna Steele, twin sisters, etfjoyed a
Mozart Gloria was a wonderful cli- chcsen from the handiwork of the deal; Thc Toys He Doesn’t Like.
Optimistic Eyes
DRY HARD WOOD for sale 86 long 87
Joint birthday celebration recently.
max.
Friendly Club in preparation for Wesley Dalzelle; A Christmas Wish. fitted not delivered MATTI SAARI.
Marion Noyes is passing the holi
Mrs. G. H. Gardiner will visit her s Christmas.
John Morton; A Christmas Sleepy Box 125 RFD 3. Waldobor? 152’1S4
This is Christmas week—a time of
FORTY-SEVEN lovely, blood tested
The Scripture readings for the Head, Sidney Smith; Plans for a
days with friends in Providence.
good cheer, peace on Earth and Good father in Augusta before going to
White Rock pullets for sale Laying, a
Roy Greenlaw has returned trom a Will toward men and I am prompted H?bron to spend Christmas w.tn nei scenes were given by Miss Rita Smith, Better Christmas. Herbert Geary.
flne famlly flock MBS E I SAVAGE.
hunting trip.
and the singers in the hidden choir
Santa Claus. Ada Dyer; My Christ Waldoboro. Me. RFD 3.
to write some of the blessings which brother.
152*154
Mr and Mrs. Hartley Curtis enter are being showered upon our island
Tlie Federated Mission Circle were 18 members of the Federated mas Star, (Ph|iliS Whittington;
WALKER-BEAOLE Rabbit Hound for
tained their caid club Saturday community. Under the leadership meeting is postponed to next T ues- : Church choir. Laura Beattie. Olive Christmas Day. Connie Philips; Whati'saie. 7 months, a Christmas gift sugnight, their guests being Mr and Mrs of our new Principal Joseph Rear- day.
Leach. Ada Beattie. Edna Young. Lil- This Country Needs. Robert Kelwick jcstion T. w spear 84 Pascal Ave..
Miss Alcada
Hall arrived Friday lian Comery. Bernice Knights. Alice, The Eyes of the Christmas Tree, , Rockport________________________ 152*154
Clifford Joyce. Mr and Mrs Gerald I don of our High School there ha
Guernsey Bull for sale
to spend Christmas , Tuttle. Marion Grafton. Cleora Con- j Annie Philbrooks; The Doll s Christ- orREGISTERED
Eaton. Mr. and Mrs. Robert McGuire, j been organized a boys club known from Sanford
exchange Emma's Spot.” bred April
don. Margaret Stone. Shirley Wil- mas Tree. Annette Davis; Sing a | 19 1935. st Thomaston State Prison
Mr. and Mrs David Judkins and Mr as the "Shipmates
The officers are week at home.
M ss Gertrude Brown of Washing- liams. Betty Fales. Orville Williams Song of Christmas. Jean Kelwick; A farm O W CARROLL. Rockville. Tel.
and Mrs. Elwood Knight. High score j Captain. First Mate. Quartermaster,
on D t> is spending the a , weeks'1 Charles Knights. Forest Stone. Foster Boy s Christmas, Robert Teel; The 813-13_________________ _ _________ 151*153
for the women was won by Mrs. Joyce j ___
purser. Pilots and crew These bo
CLEMENTS REDS- BWD Clean Maine
and for the men by Mr. McGuire.
are promoting for the first time in holidays with her sister. Mrs Ken- Fales. E. R Moss. Albert Harjula Turkey's Lament. Harry Philbrook
Accredited Heavy layers. Producing 70";
Mrs. Clara Silver is able to be out the town a community Christmas neth R «3.
with Julia Woodcock at the piano
Piano solo. Bernadette Nichols; right now Baby Pullets. Crosses 4-farm
after recent illness.
tree which you will see on the lavi.
John Singer is expected home Wed- Christmas hymns were sung by choir Santa Claus. Monica Swears; An savings Chicks only 811-1000 Other
The Oscar Fords and Mrs. Alice in front of the doctor's home in the nesday from the Bentley School of and congregation as interludes.
Appreciation. Mars- Ames; Christmas prices. discounts write CLEMENTS
Stewart of Brooklin were rfeceni ! village. The tree is to be wiled Accounting and Finance in Boston
The silver plate offering for the Toys. Stephen Chilles; Somebody's FARMS. Winterport Maine._______ 152-52
HORSE for sale, weight 1500: also
visitors at the home of Capt. and Mrs by our faithful electrician. Lewis Bur- i to spend the holidays, remaining choir was generous. Gratitude is due Mistake. Cyrus Candage; A Christ
pony. Clarion range: wlll trade for
Stephen Sellers.
the directors and all who made pos- mas Quiz. Edith Conway; The Christ heifers H H WALDRON. 42 Holmes
gess. and when the lights are snapped about two weeks.
Capt. George Knowlton has been on for the first time off with your weck to spend Christmas with her sible this beautiful portrayal of the mas Tree. Dorothy Carver; Christ;' St.. Tel 757-W
152-154
ill with a cold.
| scenes of the Natlvtty.
hats to the Shipmates who pledge brother Donald and his family,
mas Time. Patricia Skoog; Dear BULL DOG Puppy for sale, small,
nora Snow is employed at thc themselves in this organization Jor
Capt, James Creighton is making
Santa. Leonard Skoog; Signs of pretty dark white face and pa»-» MR6
ROSE HUPPER. Tenant's Harbor. Tel
home of Mrs. Vernon Silver.
Christmas, Gordon Burgess;
A 4-3
character building and the better good recovery following surgical
151-153
VINAL HAVEN
High School students who received ment of the community in every treatment in Palmer Memorial Hos
Christmas Star, Edythe Hall.
ONE pine storage chest for sale. 4 feet
high honors for the second six-week possible way. creating good whole pital in Boston.
Little Town of Bethlehem. Phyllis long. 20 Inches high. 21 Inches wide,
The children's annual Christmas
period have been announced as: some entertainment and sports tor
has two drawers: one Singer sewing
Mary Chilles. Annie Phil , machine:
tree and program will be held to Bogren,
.
one trunk: fireplace screen,
Volumes Added To Library
Helen Gray. Shirley MacDonald all.
brook;
Bobby
s
Letter
to
Santa.
Roba
inches high. 36 inches wide, andirons,
Recently added to the Public Li night in Union Church with the ert Strachan; The Toy Store. Connie •hovel,
Beryl Morey. Betty Barter. Mary
We have a recently organized girls’
poker and stand: two fibre porch
brary _shelves
are these books: FicBillings. Mary Bernardi. Freda Has club under the leadership of Miss ..
pubiic invited
PhilTn/’christma's Tree~ild Pa'ricei I chalrs 1 TALBOT AVE'
for
.
.
A Christmas pageant entitled The
vJ‘rls™as iTee Laa, parser appointment
151*153
kell, Ralph Henderson. Vera Jones Marjorie Huse and Miss Virginia t^iff?nC^nLerr S ,N,ghishad! ‘V™
Other
Wise
Man"
recently
Presented
When
S^ta
Claus
j
USBD
Vacuum
clegner
for
Mle
and Newell Robbins; low honors Scales called the "Salty Sisters" pfldg5;.
,b\sDaV d
Marjorie Tewksbury. Grace Gross. Music and good clean soclalibilty are ' Pllgrim' The Citadel by A. J. Cronin: was well attended and the several t>omes' Mar> cnilies, Santa Claus, j^t, size 35; banjo, ukulele (make nice
Shining
Heaulands
by
Sara
Ware characters finely interpreted. The Prlscfila Whittington. A Christmas Christmas gift) . J. c. burrowb. Atty
Chester Dow, William Gray, Oletta the objectives.
Bassett: Katrina by Sally Salrn.ner; singing parts were exceptionally wen , Sound. Phyllis Bogren; A Trip to . ——---- ——-------------- -—- - ,
Fifield. Jeannette Billings. Caroline
Much praise should be given the
Maynard Smith; Silent Night, I
fOg “ ’orotton
Billings. Dorothy Barter. Byron Bill- High School for the four one-act The Hurricane by Nordhoff and Hal', done by the senior and junior choirs.
M°nica Swears and chorus; Babys j i»'c.md« stP TO. 1214-M
H9tr
lings. Walter Gray. Owen Gross plays each written and prorduced I've Been to London by TempleThe Knit-Wits meet tonight with
Natalie McLellan.
Betty Silver by the students and so ably given Bailey; The Nutmeg Tree by Mar-I Miss Urdlne Calderwood, featuring | st?5klng' Dorothy Kelwick; Rich- j ANTjque china,part tea set. wedjoke Christmas tree „ S„ tt€r t0 ®anta- Richard Dverl,l,ding gift from Sir
Walter Scott. 29
Monty Small. Millard Anderson. Mary testifying to the able instructors that gerv Sharp; Poirot Loses a Client bv a
Acatha Christie; Honor Bright bv
Pupils of Miss Dorothy Cassie. Tov Oazing. Marion Anderson; Mak- BgBCH ST city_________________ 150*152
Coombs. Elinor Blood. Marion Noyes so helped to make this possible
Frances Parkinson Keves.
teacher, in the White School having
chrls^mas, Happy. Donald Oakes;
25i second hand parlor stoves from
and Jeanie Hutchinson.
Another worthy mention is the
nee the past term Clos.ng. Carolyn Perkins.
: ^,rna^
” mroFm^ne0^^
Lorenzo Gross and Willis Gross custom of our community that to
And So—Victoria by Vaughan Wil- j perfect attendance
( cash register. 820. 1 power oil burner.
wer recent guests of Lyman Gross a’ each married couple comes a shower, kins; John Cornelius by Hugh Wal- are Jane Shields, first grade; Ann
Nu-way wtth 275 gal tank. 835 : 4 second
Mountainville
Le'.al Notice
' hand Walnut circulating heaters: roll
promoted sometimes by the Church, pole; Mrs. Meigs and Mr. Cunning- Robinson and Sada Gustavson. sub
ham
by
Elizabeth
Corbett;
The
Langprimary;
Jane
Shields
also
had
per_______
____
_______
_
'
top
desk, good condition. 118 Largest
other times by the Sunday School. worthy Family by Elizabeth Corbett; j ^t attendance last year.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
line of used goods we ever had V F
K. of P's Sistersterhood and Grange
LONG COVE Ma
j
WHEREAS.
Alvah
P
Mears
of
Owl's
STUDLEY.
283 Main St. Tel 1154.
14>tf
These gatherings create good will They Seek a Country by Frances Brett! Walter Mills and sister Mrs. Char- I Head In the County of Knox and State )
Young;
Storm
Girl
by
Joseph
C.
Linlotto
Jordan
went
Sunday
by
plane
, DRT fltted hard wood for sale 810 cord?
School Notes
, and fellowship as well as giving the coin; Home for Christmas by Lloyd to Rockland, enroute to Worcester, M«^h'5S,hby*hS
30tn, A. D., 1934 nnd recorded lQ I ti 35 ft HurH mu,
Pneohontoc antt
School closed Friday after a sue- young couples a good start in furPocahontas soft
C. Douglas. The Faithful Wife by Mass, where they will pass the the Knox County Registry of Deeds In I « Coke 611 J *B. ’PAUlfiEN.
Thomascessful 15-week term. A Christmas , nishtng their home
Book 241 at Page 5 conveyed to the ton Tel 62 '
144-tf
Sigrid
Undstet;
I
Love
You
Again
by
,
winter.
Home Owners' Loan Corporation, a
program and tree were closing fea- , We are proud of our Sunday School
E FLAT alto Saxaphone for aale. TTL
duly established under the
tures with: Song We Want to Please under the leadership of Mrs Julia Octavius Roy Cohen; You Can't Have ■ Miss Barbara Roberts arrived Fri- corporation
135-tf
laws of thc United States of America 101-M
You; Welcome. Wilfred Carlson; A Beverage maintaining an average Everything by Kathleen Norris; To 1 day from Boston to visit her parents. and having lte offlce and principal place
Present For Mamma. Jane Harvey; lover the 80 mark. From the good See Ourselves by Rachel Field; Thir- Mr. and Mrs. Owen Roberts over the of business In Washington. District ot
Columbia, the following described real I
The Day After Christmas. Raymond 1 seed sown here wp shall reap and teen O'clock by Stephen Vincent holidays.
estate situated ln Owl's Head ln the
Stein; What Would You Do. Dar- some will live to see our future lead- Benet; No Hearts to Break by Susan ; Students home from University of County of Knox and State ot Maine and
Ertz;
Brentwood
by
Grace
LivingMaine
are
Carolyn
Calderwood.
Erbounded and described as follows:
lene Watts; A Boy s Explanation ' ers that from this school will come
lot or parcel of land with lt*w*w*-ww,***w,*w,***|t
Paul Neimi; song, primary class; ' good fruits that will bear and their ston Hill; The Wind[from the Moun- ! nestine Carver and Donald Poole; theA certain
buildings thereon situated ln said
Daddy Knows What's Best, Donald influence be felt in the community. tain by Trygve Gulbranssen; Frozen ifrom Farmington Normal School, Owl’s Head and bounded and described as LARGE room to let. 84 week. FOSS
j Rebecca Arey. Norma Gray, Ruth follows, to wit: Beginning at the south- HOUSE. Tel 330
143-tf
Makinen
j From the good will of our towns- Inlet Post by James B. Hendryx.
Gold—and the Mounted by James Brown
™t//and, °LW C ?0lm8D
I!OUSE 10 >“• K°°<1 location, all ImNot Too Little To Help. Douglas 1 people and summer friends much has
on the north side of Ocean Avenue: provements V F STUDLEY. 283 Main
B
Hendryx;
The
Lonesome
Trail
by
'
Mrs
Cora
Carlon
is
guest
of
her
Conway and Nancy Carlson; The been accomplished this past year.
thence by said Avenue south seventy-! r, Tel 1154 nr 77 Park «« Tei nn
'
S °
St' Tel 330
Best Way to Come. Kenneth Conway We have been able to give the Par B M. Bower; TheNightHorseman by niecp Miss Mertie Goodwin ln Port- four 174) degrees eight (8) minutes wait
150-tf
seventy-one
(71) feet to the east side __________ _______
________
John Lund, Raymond Stein. Floyd sonage a fresh coat of paint, build- Max Brand; The Affair of the |land
fi Watts; a Present For Santa, Dorothy ing new piazzas, a new flagging walk
Miss Edith Nickerson ls home from of the road leading from Rockland toi FURNISHED kltchanette apartment to
/
\ Y?lce. by ? 1^.ord ,IS,nlght:
South Thomaston; thence by said road,let. 83.50 week
V. F STUDLEY. 283
Edwards; A Boy's Wish. Floyd Watts; from the Parsonage to the Main \
EnveloPe bj David Frome; North Haven for the holiday reepss. north flve (5) degrees twenty-eight (28) I Main St.. Tel 1154 or 77 Park St.. Tel
Mr. and Mrs. Edward White are minutes west one hundred twenty (120) 330
150-tf
A
Little
Girl's
Needs.
Shirley
Leh

street
The
re-decorating
of
the
;
y°ung
Henry
of Navarre by Heinrich
fi
thence south elghty-two 1821 deFURNISHED apartment to let. MRS
tinen; A Ride With Santa, Rosamond Library Hall, the new addition to the ;Mann, Jordans Town by Josephine here from Lisbon Falls for Christ feet;
grees
sixteen
(16)
minutes
east
seventy
LEOLA
ROSE.
100
Union
St
142-tf
mas
fi Taylor; Christmas Acrostic, nine chil High School principal s home and the I Jo‘/aneight (78) feet; thence south one (1)
Mrs. Jjseph Hutchinson will enter degree twenty-four (24) minutes east
UPSTAtRS APT. to let, four newly
Cradle
of
dren;
A
Better
Way,
Peter
Peterson;
new
coat
of
paint
on
the
Grange
Non-Fiction.
Kennebec
fi
tain the Mother and Daughter Club ninety (90) feet to the first mentioned decorated rooms, bath, heater. 12 KNOX
What I Wish. Anna Lind; I Wonder
for which much credit is due to America by Robert P. T. Coffin; at her home tonight. Suppvr will be bound
ST.. Tel 156-W
138-tf
fi Leonard Polkey; The Christmas List. hall
Home
Grown
by
Della
T.
Lutes;
the members of this organization.
Reserving such land as may be within
FfVE-ROOM
furnished
house
at
served.
The
evening's
entertainment
Madame
Curie
by
Eve
Curie;
Down
Evelyn
Johnson.
the limits of Ocean Avenue above named, i Spruce Head, to let. very teasonable: ftrefi
The Town work which has given
will
feature
a
Christmas
tree.
Same
being
part
ot
the
Samuel
Pills-1
wood
for
the
cutting
TEL.
793-W
aftei
the
Garden
Path
by
Beverly
Nichols;
The Watchers, Edith Liukkonen. us the two-mile stretch of tarvla
fi Jewell
136-t«
Mr. and Mrs Vernon Hoiloway of bury Estate as awarded to Frances E. | 4 p. m
Larkin. Dorothy Edwards. Joan road has been such an improvement On Gilbert Head by Elizabeth Etnier
pLPde5Krlbed *n the P»rtltlon' Boo*
FIVE-ROOM rent to let on Trinity St
fi Olson; Learning A Piece. Philip and the accomplishment of the pur- E®1 Mc Show You Vermont by New Haven are visiting Mr and Mrs. mUr
The
'
a^ve
desertbed
premises
were
MENS
eHOP
'
«>rner
Edward
Crane;
Eight E G Carver
144-tf
fi Johnson; Enough for All. Roger chase of new fire pumper which Charles
rarlt Bts
Schools closed Friday with the deeded to said Alvah P. Mean, by hls 4 Slingsby; song, Santa Claus, primary was so demonstrated to us this fall Decades by Agnes Repplier; Here
.
...__ _
»p»rtfi class; Happy Christmas Children makes us feel all along the Une that Are My Lectures by Stephen Lea Christmas programs
son. by hls qult-clalm deed dated De-, ment to let at 15 Summer St. MRS
A Christmas tall will be held in cember 6. 1933 and recorded In Knox (FROST. Tel. 318-W
144-tf
seven girls.
we have much to be thankful for cock; Yankee Bookseller by Charles
Registry of Deeds Book 227, |
Dialogue. Who Ate the Candy; and that we should all stand together E. Ooodspeed; The Rectory Family Memorial hall wilh muusic by Arey s County
Page
417.
and
being
the
same
premises
Bright Stars Christmas Stars, Jean to maintain this fine spirit of co by John Franklin Cotter; History of Orchestra.
inherited by satd Alvah P Mears and
The Leopold paving quarries closed hls brother. Dudley O Mears as the
ette Taylor, Hilda Taylor. Edith Liuk- operation and help to create peace American Costume by Elizabeth Mc
only heirs at law of Jennie L Mears who
konen; song, school; closing. Kenneth on Earth and Good Will toward all Lellan; How to Study Architecture Friday.
Intestate March 3, 1931. and sold
Lighted Christmas trees near the died
Jacobson.
by Charles Henry Coffin; Insects by
to the said Jennie L Mears by Michael
men.
band
stand
and
in
the
homes
and
L.
Johnson
by hls warranty deed dated
Fabre.
After the program Santa Claus arHerman W. Crockett.
SKATES sharpened—prompt service.
9. 1929, and recorded In Knox
! rived and distributed presents to all
Non-fiction, given by the Half- store windows lend a Yuletide at October
County Registry of Deeds Book 222. Page CRIE HARDWARE CO . 408 Main St
mosphere
to
the
town.
AU
that
is
__________________________________
148-tf
j the children. Mr.s. Monaghan exHour Reading Club during the past
371. and to the said Michael L. Johnson
SWAN’S ISLAND
j tends thanks to all parents and
SKATE sharpening promptly done.
year is here listed: The Flowering of needed is sparkling snow for the by the Rockland Realty Corporation
Nelson Mors* and Miss Velma New England by Van Wyck Brooks; big moon to shine on. and the pic by Its warranty deed dated March 27, CRIE HARDWARE CO., 406 Main St
friends for their co-operation in mak1922 and recorded In said Registry. Book
143-tf
■S mg the entertainment so successful, Morse passed two days in Rockbind In the Footsteps of St Paul by H. ture wiuld be complete.
Page 530. to which deeds reference
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
.-atchea,
Mr. and Mrs. William Warren and 193.
ft ] Pupils neither absent nor tardy for recently.
ls hereby made for the purpose of obV. Morton. Four Seasons in Your
talnlng a more definite 'description of >
'RMicnMBm
Capt. Eugene Rowe has been ill tho Garden by John C. Wister; The Mas son went Sunday to Connecticut
fi i V16 15 WTek's were: 1X11111 Liukkonen,
thp premises
nrpmlaps and
nnrt tracing
t.rnrinfp fiflo
title to the UVer. S. ARTHUR MACOMBEK, 23 Ames*
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Davis are the
bury 8t„ Roekland. Tel 958-J.
A. Jewell Larkin, Jeanette Hyvarinen. past week.
144-tf
ter of the Mayflower by Henry Justin
same.
receiving
congratulation
on
thc
birth
Thc teachers and children ot the Smith: News from Tartary by Peter
Anna Lind. Eric Lind, Evelvn JohnLADIES—Reliable hair gooda at Gx:kWHEREAS the parties to said mortgage
of
a
daughter,
Shirley
Alene
ft son. and Joan Olson.
Baptist Church enjoyed a Christmas Fleming; Three Worlds by Carl Van
by an agreement between them dated land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall uierrs
At the Latter Day Saints Church November 23rd. A. D., 1934 and recorded solicited. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J
program and tree Sunday afternoon Doren; Hitler by Konrad Heiden;
144-tf
ln said Registry ln Book 239 at Page 525
at the church.
Being Little in Cambridge by Elea a Christmas tree and children's pro corrected and amended the terms and
ST. CEORGE
PAPER PRESS, for aale. for baling old
Ferd Morse remains seriously ill nor Hallowell Abbott. The Garden gram will be held Friday night. All conditions of said mortgage to set forth paper,
etc. Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
and Ls under the care of a nurse Irom Club gave: Color ln My Garden by are welcome. There will be a watch thelr true Intent, an
at this OFFICE.
113-*f
WHEREAS, the conditions of said
meeting
at
this
church
on
New
Year's
Thp officers of St. George Grange Portland.
Louise Beebe Wilder.
mortgage, both as originally set forth
eve.
• • • •
will be installed by State Lecturer
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sprague arc
therein, and as corrected and amended
UNION <<
* • • •
Stewart Jan. 6.
as aforesaid, have been broken and now
keeping house in the Reuben Pray
• Tableaux By Children
remain
br
oken
.
|
Pupils
Observe
Yuletide
residence.
Of simple beauty was the presen
NOW THEREFORE, by reason of the
John Wirta
Theo Tainter is employed at Hotel tation of 'A Cradle :n Bethlehem”
At the White School. Ruth Bill said
For mere than 20 years, federal,
breach
of Owners'
the conditions
thereof, the
Home
Loan Cor^raMon
to *I
WlrU' J*2’ /h° ,h8d bee" '"C
State an J local governments nave Hollywood. Southern Pines N. C. lor Sunday nignt in the Congregational ings and Dorothy Cassie, teachers,
Ellsha W Pike, its Attorney thereunto gaged ln wood Ch°PPW In North
vestry against a background of this program was recently presented duly
been carrying on a campaign against the winter.
authorized claims a foreclosure of; Waldoboro, was found dead in the
Gladys Joyce is visiting her aunt. Christmas greens The scenes, por- in observance of Christmas:
tuberculosis of cattle. More than
said mortgage and gives this notice for woods Monday by members of the
A Greeting. Thomas Dickey; Mer- that purpose.
192,000.000 cattle have been tested Mrs Frank Bridges for a few days. trtjeri entirely by boys and girls in
this fourth day of December. Anton Ruita family at whose home
Irma Morse is home from Farm tableaux with perfect quietness and ry Christmas. Eugene Staples: Santa A. Dated
Etui 46 of t.ie 48 States have com
D.. 1937 at Rockland. Maine
he had been boarding. Dr. H. J.
rtveience, were: Tne Annunciation, Claus Is Near, Ann Robinson. The HOME OWNERS' LOAN CORPORATION Weisman of Rockland, county med
pleted the drst stage of their cleanup ington for the holiday season.
By ELISHA W PIKE
Mrs. Winfield Staples is confined The Holy Family. The Angel nnd the Doll's Christmas. Dorothy Johnson;
end are on the modified accredited
Its Attorney ical examiner, said that death was
area list.,
tn her bed by Illness^,
PDepHcrds, Adoration of the Stiep- Christmas Greetings, Jennie Staples.
...
146-T-153 due to natural causes.

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

FOR SALE

North Haven News

D&H Anthracite is not pro
duced to meet a price...instead

it is a quality fuel... pure . .7

uniform in size...a cotl that is

easily regulated/
Quality in turn maket D&H

Anthracite a low cost home
heating fuel. You get extr heat

with every ton. Prove

hese

facts -

TEL. 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

THE SOid FUEL FOR

COMFORT

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modem In every way.
An enjoyable view from our apaeiona ground-floor porchea,
which surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

Booklet

on
Application

June te

October

GRALYNN

H H. Maaa

Corner Second Street

Manager

and Fbnt Avenae

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
DeL ( o.
N. T.

Moderate Rntea
Dining Room Service Unaurpaased

'Z

:

When selecting Christmas gifts do not
forget that The Courier-Gazette makes one
of the best, because of the great good the
recipient gets from it.

It is a Christmas gift repeated a hundred
and fifty-six times over.

Then, too, it is welcomed by every
member of the family.
The Courier-Gazette is "Knox County's
Own Newspaper.”

Send orders any time.

Subscriptions may be started at once or
we will hold until the day before Christ
mas.
We send a handsome Christmas card
announcing the gift and the donor of it.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE

to let

MISCELLANEOUS

jg
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Every-OtKer-Day

Packard in Portland. Another
urday from a visit with her son, Ross 1 the story of icvr orphans who were
WEST ROCKPORT *€ non
sister. Miss Roberta Nutt a Nasson
P Spear and family ln East Corinth lamenting that they had no toys to |
------- .
i
oivo babies
ha hies for
for Christmas
Christmas. Two oi
Mr and Mrs
Lamson and College student will also spend a va
Charles Erickson was at home give
Forget-me-not Girl Scout troop ] Charles Lane, Sr. is confined to irom Fort Wiliams over the ween-1 the children fell asleep and in then son are guests of Mr. Lamson’s par cation in Portland.
William Foss who has been visiting
Fred Collins Jr. is home from Pttsdreams were taken to Christmas Hll ents. Mr. and Mrs. H. U. Lamson
“Children of the American in Lubec has returned to the home ol will sing Christmas carols Wednes- j his hom-> from injuries received end.
n
_
where Star Gleam and the Spirit of Mr. Lamson is on leave from his du field. Mass, for the holidays.
dav night to the shut-ins.
I Thursday while at work at Doe's
his grandson. Joseph Stafford
A Christmas tree, with Pat Thomp- Chrlstmas awaited them.
The Grange held a Christmas tree
Revolution’’ Being Formed
Mrs E Fi Moody is spend' g lhe (gravel pit, when a truck which the
The Girl Scouts will sing Christ
ties in the Coarst Guard service on
h. iidays n dockland
Mr. and (men had been loading, was started son as Santa Claus, caused much ] Herg ako were found children ol the southern coast, where he is in Monday night at a part of Its pro
mas
carols
Tuesday
night
on
Che
merriment
at
the
closing
session
Throughout Country
different nations, each witli a spe charge of radio stations in that sec gram. At the recent meeting a re
| and making a backward jerk jammed
streets, after which a Christmas party Mrs George Moody.
ception and utility shower were given
Crescent Temple, Pythian Sisters (Lane between the truck and the friday of tlie Ballard Business cial wish for hls country. Through tion
will be Held at the home of Mrs.
School.
Joke
gifts
were
exchanged
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Morton (Glenys
Miss Carmeta J. Appleby, State Di Ralph Pollard.
the magic of Spirit of Christmas, all
meeting is postponed one week. Ol- bank. Two ribs were started and his
Christmas
decorations
are
much
and in addition Principal Nellie R wishes were granted ond happiness
Collins! who are now residing at
Sherman Vannah, a student at the fleers will be elected at the special arm and hand were badly hurt.
rector, for Maine, of the National
Ballard was presented by 'the students
in evidence with the large lighted their new apartment at the home of
University of Maine, is spending thc meeting Dec. 31.
Miss Lois Burns, a student at the with attractive relish dishes and sub reigned in the heart of every child on I
Society of the Children of the holidays with his parents, Mr. and
Hill.
Itree *n lhe S<luare' wreaths, lights Mr. Mortons moftier in Simonton.
Dinner committee for E. A. Star- Sargent School of Physical Educa- master Maynard Graffam received Christmas
Those appearing in prominent parts 1 an<^ *'rees'n many of the homes show-j The Girls 4-H Club will have a
rett Auxiliary, S.U.V,, Wednesday
American Revolution, is receiving ! Mrs. Freelon Vannah.
j
tjon
Cambridge, is home for the book-ends.
(were: Norma Hoyle as the Spirit ol Iing forth especially at night. The Christmas tree Thursday afternoon
includes Mrs. Edith Spear and Mrs. Christmas recess.
The
Stuart
C
Hemingway
family
encouraging reports from State pro
Six candidates received the or-i Christmas; Beatrice Marston as mosf elaborate exterior decorations J at the home of their leader Mrs
of Syracuse. N. Y„ are at “Glenhurst Ina Overlock. The Christmas tree
Fred Quimby and family
are mov'
will neeunv the nrogram hour each
into the Cora dinance of baptism at the Sunday i star Gleam; Mary Hawkin. Dwight areat.
home of Mr. and Mrs. E Henry Keller.
moters and organizing presidents al forr the
the hoiidavs
holidays.
Mr ar.d Mrs A. D. Gray accom- member to furnish a ten cent gift for wlntworth house on Pascal avenue j "feht service at the Baptist Church Noyes, Margaret Ames and Eleanor and^XathsWhavl teen^d efto*
Hen<y/eller and dau«hter,
ready at work upon the project and . .-i-j
,
_ Mrs. Charles Rowe were , n__
.... ^,
.u. —
’rc Richard Tonseth and daugh- Gregory, children of the orphanage ana wreams nave oeen used enec- Dorothv
Dorothy and Arlene are guests tnr
for a
' panted iby
the xtree.
I. _The _
Twentieth Century
Club
mel I' M
Mrs.
w.ll, from time to time, appoint other ' Rockland visitors Saturday.
' Albert Hill and Miss Helen Thomp- Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs ters Selma and Dorothy of Reading. The babies were represented by pu- tively. A flood-light is used to illumi- few days of Mr and Mr.s Charles
i Maxey in Glen Cove.
Mr and Mrs Samuel H Weston areJ son are home from Castine Normal Ada Libby. Amesbury Hill. There Mass., arrived Saturday to be guests pits from the sub-primar> and pri- nate it at night.
helpers, as she finds time to visit
A communty Christmas entertain------------------leaving Wednesday for New York School for the holidays.
I will be no meeting of the Club this of Mr and Mrs- H- ° Heistad over j mary grades each garbed in pajamas
SENNEBFC
other DAR. Chapters and to con- i city f0 visit thelr daughter .Mrs .Otto | Walter Gay is spending the Christ- week.
Christmas Mr Tonseth and Rolf end carrying their bedtime toy.’: ap- ment and tree in which chUdren from
fer with other D A R. regents.
Klmich and family until after the mas recess in Rockland.
i Schools closed Friday for the holi- Heistad will join the family group propriate and Interesting costumes the three rural schools—Rockville.
Children under the age of 21. who ! New Year.
! Miss Eleanor Goodwin is in Ken- day recess. Special exercises with
„ , . . . . „
.. .
| were worn by the chlldren represent Simonton and West Rockport—will
ing the d.fferent countries.
participate, is to be held at the
Callero Sunday at Sennebee Farm
1
George
C
Boggs
made
a
business
nebunkport
for
the
holidays.
j
a
tree
and
refreshments
were
teaj
H.
°
Heistad
wno
is
a
patient
at
can prove direct descent from a Revo
Supporting this cast were nearly church Friday night. Each teacher
??d Mra SarglfI Wafred cI
i trip Sunday to Boston, and returned | Mr. and Mrs. Sidney W. Vinal tured in all grades and High Svhool lhe Pettapiece Hospital following an
lutionary ancestor are eligible to join (yesterday.
will leave Wednesday for Brighton, i Ralph Wilson arrived Friday from 111 <urn Saturday, shows encouraging 100 chidren singing Christmas carols will have charge ot a part of the pro- <Ja,tlaJv Mr. and Mrs. Joseph BrvAs specialties there w<ere selections Krom and special musical numbers adt_Cau j,Ler* y,uisr ant! Ecanoi
and to later transfer to 'the DA R.
Mrs. A D. Gray entertained her , Mass., to spend the holidays with Dr. Criehaven to spend the remainder ol
by the clarinet and saxophone sec- wl" be given.
Thorndike. Mr and Mrs. E L.
I the winter with his family on West 1 by Miss Mildred Graffam and Mrs
or the SA.R Each society of the Sunday School class Saturday at e j and Mrs. Raymond Vinal.
The Tuesday Club will hold a Hcmenway Edgar Reynold* and Mrs.
tions of the band.
Veda 'Brown
Christmas
party
at
her
home
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Rowe
motored
street.
C A R. has as a ledger, an organizing
Christmas party and tree tonight at' D&8gett of Searsmont.
The playlet "Christmas Hill" was
Allen R. Benner of Andover. Mass. Monday to South Portland, accomStudents of the Ballard Business
WE
Bl
’
Y
the home of Mrs. Harvey Lunden. “'
president who is a member of the is home for the holidays.
panied by Mrs. Estelle Perry, who will School, away for the Christmas vaca
Miss Bernice Nutt spent the week-;
D.A.R. and the young people are di
Kathleen Scott of Westbrook Junior VjSit for’a time with Dr. and Mrs. L. tion are Misses Barbara Brown and
Operetta By Grade Pupils
ent at her home here. She has revided into senior and junior groups College is visiting her parents, Mr W. Hadley, after which she will go Hester Brown in Vinalhaven; Eva
AND
SILVER
turned to her teaching duties at}
A captivating Christmas story wasi
with thelr own officers. By means of and Mrs. Arthur Scott during her to New Haven to spend a short time Porter at Hampden Highlands ana presented in the form of an operetta■ CLARENCE E. DANIELS
North Woolwich for this week making
Christmas vacation.
Virginia
Richardson
at
Worcester,
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Everett
Hoosier.
plays, games, pageants, music, etc,
up one week of the time she lost last i z
JEWELER
The third and fourth grade pupils
Mass., guest of Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Friday night at Town Hall by the1
• • • •
fall because of Illness. She will spend
pupils of the grades under the direc
historical and educational subjects were given a Christmas party Friday
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
P. Snow.
Lore T. Spear
Christmas with her sister. Mrs.
are presented in an interesting man afternoon by their teacher, Miss
Mrs. L. True Spear returned Sat- tion of Prin. Clayton Smith assisted
Funeral services for Lore T. Spear,
ner. Maine is the 46th State to be Grace York. Gifts were distributed
a tree and games were played native of this town who died suddenly
come active on this project and that from
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Jameson and Thursday night at the home of Mrs.
leaves only Montana, Nevada and son William, were Lewiston visitors! Nellie Reever in Waldoboro, with
Friday.
whom he was boarding for the winter.
Utah without a society of C.A.R.
George Carlton is visiting friends were held Sunday at the home of ,
Early in the new year it is expect
and relatives in New Jersey anv | Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robinson, with I
ed that Miss Eleanor Seeber of
Massachusetts over the holidays.
Rev. H. I. Holt officiating.
Thomaston , Mrs. Donald Piper of
Roger Miller, a student at Hebror ( Mr. Spear, who formerly was a
Portland and Mrs Samuel Woodbury Academy is spending a vacation with dubber in the shipyards of Camden
of Auburn will have their groups or his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John H and Thomaston, was the son of Ed- |
ward and Mary (Vannah) Spear. |
ganized and other societies are likely Miller.
• • • •
He was fond of hunting, and many I
to be organized soon after. Mrs.
Weiblen-Smith
a redskin fell by his gun each year.
Fred C. Morgan. State DAR. vice
, .
...
„ ,. „ „ ... He had been in his usual health the
M
Past fall. and had been hunting when
regent, and Mrs. William H. Shoppe announce the t„
marriage of their
of Auburn and Grube B. Cornish of daughter Ellen Achorn to Irwin C. i the season opened.
He leaves a sister. Mrs. Annie Davls
South Portland. State President of Wciblen of New York city. The mar of this place; a brother David in
riage
took
place
in
Portsmouth.
N
II
the Sons of the American Revolution I
Idaho; one nephew; and several
Mrs Weiblen is a graduate of Heb
are enthusiastic State Promoters for ; ron Academy, class of 1919 and ol nieces.
the CA R.
Colby College in 1S25. She taught
UNION *€
Miss Appleby will broadcast from two years in the Waldoboro High
WCSH. Portlaad, Jan. 11, 1.30 p. m. School and has for the past ten years
Miss Lucinda Rich club agent was
as postmaster at Cooper's
Vo explain the aims of tne CA R and served
present at the latest meeting cf the
Mills.
6he will be a guest speaker at the
Mr. Wieblen is a designer for the Alford Lake 4-H Club. The girls tak
Washingtons Birthday banquet ol Fairchild Aerial Camera Corporation ing cooking and housekeeping Judged
muffins. The boys and girls who take
■the SAR. to be held at the Eastland. of New York city.
« • • «
beans Judged beans. Christmas pieces
Portland.
were spoken and songs sung by the
High School Notes
In an interview with the writer Mr.
members.—Lois Nichols, club reporter
The
Christmas
spirit
reigned
su

Cornish said;
• • • •
preme at ;he High Schooi last week.
“It is a delightful privilege for me Each room liar a joke Christmas iree
Church Of The Nazarene
to commend the excellent program Friday during activity period.
The Christmas program Thursday
Tne school paper. "W.H.S. News” night at 7.30 will be made up of:
of the National Society. Children of
Song. “Joy to the World,'' congre
the American Revolution. In these was on sale Friday at 3 cents a copy.
The basketball schedule to mid gation; Scripture, Bert Larcombe;
NATION-WIDE STORE
hays of political unrest throughout year is.
prayer. Rev. J. W. Ames; welcome,
the world it is essential that our boys
CUSTOMERS
Jan. 4—Alumni (those eligible must Norma Howard; My Christmas Smile.
and girls should be taught the true have been graduated within the past Dwight Howard; A Merry Christmas.
A Hlrrrti QtyriatmaB
value of patriotism. Patriotism is four years 34. *35. '36 or 37); Jan. 7- william Young; solo. “Away In the
Union at Waldoboro; Jan 11—Waldo Manger." Jean Lucas.
rooted in righteousness. It is found boro at Erskine; Jan. 14—Waldoboro
"The Angel's Song,” Francis Gibbs
ed on truth. Christian patriotism is at Rockpcrt.
Jr.; His Birthday, Junior Cummings;
Schools closed Friday two weeks.
the highest form of patriotism, that
Christmas. Arthur Lovejoy; The
• • • •
LLxB 29c
Christmas Sheaf. Billy Gould; recita
embodies loyalty to the banner of the
FANCY RIBBON CANDY
.
.
Grade School Notes
tion, Paul Leonard; song. "The Secret
cross and loyalty to the invested
The pupils of Grades one and two. of tlle Stars." Rainbow Class; A
rights and obligations of citizenship.
Mrs. Lillian Boggs teacher, present- Christmas Smile, Carolyn Merrifield;
RED
LB 25c
Tf the world is to be rid of war fn as Christmas program Friday aft- Birthday Candles. Robert Leonard.
DIAMOND BUDDED WALNUTS STAMP
and if we are to live ln peace, old (ernoon
How-m-you-dv? Herman , The Speech, Priscilla Alden; I Want
ideals must be surrendered and new } Eugiey; Merry Christmas F.veiy To Say ''Hello," Nehemiah Ames;
ideals lof co-operation and brother- (°ne- Sally Sprag)ie._Warren_Moody; A Christmas Gift, Fay Robbins; trio.
"Silent Night. Holy Night," Raymond.
EMERALD BUDDED WALNUTS .
LB 22c
hood must be propagated. The He Could Help. Ronald Witham; Stanley and Willard: Christmas
_ „
,
,
“Th6 Holly's Secret. Jacquelyn Harkgreat question seems to be whether ( mg, Joanne Hahn. Helen Roy. Nancy Dolly, Marion Best.
Give and Share. "Junior" Moody
our civilization is to be pagan or } Marcho Helen Winchenbach,
W521c
Christian. Paganism is organized i Away in a Manger, tableau. Lou.se and Robert McEdward; Christmas, by
FANCY PEANUT BRITTLE .
. .
nine girls. Joyce. Hester, Jean. Bea
militant selfishness. Applied Chris- I
Ildncy Miller. Cedric Achorn, trice. Mildred, Geraldine Ripley. Ger
»
.
Cedric Levensa.er, Nancy Marcho.
CALO
tiamty is our only salvation. While .Helen Ralph; A Present for Dad. aldine Hannon, Iva and Norma How
1 LB
ard;
Easier
To
Smile.
Joyce
McEd

the memory of immortal Washington Frank Luce: Five Little Stocengs.
CAMPFIRE MARSHMALLOWS .
BOX 20c
DOG and CAT FOOD
and his co-patriots is green and the .Sylvia Benner. Barbara Coffin, Ha ward: solo, "Don't Go Away Without
Jesus.
Norma
Howard;
Good
Cheer,
principles of hls farewell address are zel Wellman. Alice Morse. Sarah by nine boys, Stanley. Raymond. Wil
Young; Scaring Santa. Cedric Leven3 CANS 23c
cherished by us and taught to ouf saler; Three Teddies. Patricia Kuhn. lard. Vernon. Perry. Jesse and Wes
1 LB BOX
27c
MARY
MORGAN
CHOCOLATES
(An't)
ley Hilt, Arthur and Charles Burns;
children, we are safe. The fact that Doris Levensaler, Nancy Miller
Tho Boil Dinner You could (cod Your Pol
Song. Santa Claus' Maids. Jacque Just Christmas, June Watts; I've
we are descendants of men who made
(or Xmci
Learned a Thing or Two, Mildred
SOUTH AMERICAN
possible our liberty, makes greater lyn Harkins. Helen Ralp.i, Nancy
1 LB CELLO
Marcho Sally Sprague. Baroara Cot-(
dde£' 'Tde
10 OZ CELLO
27c---------19c-2 BAGS
YELLOW POP CORN . 2
our responsibility of citizenship. If;fln. Confesfiions. Charles Young, 1 Norma McEdward and Madeline Far
BAGS
we are slighting this privilege, we I James Chickering. Warren Chapman. ris; One Kind Deed For Every Day.
are a liability rather than an asset Alfred Benner. Kenneth Spear: A Elmer Keene; I Wonder. Beatrice
HOYT'S BUT-A-KISS
Lively Toy Edward Genthner; dia- Ashcroft; The Babe of Bethlehem,
to our nation.
ANGLO
LB 25c
Hester
Cargill;
song.
“
Christmas
PEANUT BUTTER KISSES
It oz 21c 5
“In these days of political unrest, logue. Shine Where You Are. Meu- Bells," Rainbow Class; A Fair Prepo
CORNED BEEF .
lyn Cole. William Sprague. Louise
CAN
when other nations have set aside Bogg.-. Muriel Heyer; Making Chiiat- sition. Iva Howard; My Best Gift,
ST. CLAIR end ALLEN
Maxine
Lovejoy;
My
Dolly
Must
Re

the democratic principles that have mas Happy. Maynard Nash, Earl
19tl
GOOD LUCK
DOZEN 23c
member, Leatrice Cummings; duet,
made our nation the finest place in Winchenbach. lester Wellman, Bur “I Love Thee," Iva and Leatrice.
CORN CAKES
ASS’T
•
| PKGS
ton
Howell.
Harold
Lewis;
song.
"Jolly
LEMON
PIE
FILLING
the world we should use every potCandles For Christmas. Weslev 11
Old St. Nicholas, school; Telephon
sible educational measure to instill ing Santa. Geraldine Levensaler; Best. Norma and Fosta McEdward. J |
THREE CROW
’zza',
In the minds of our children the Christmas Market , Cedric Aehctn, Warner and Edith Howard, Arlene.
G 9c 5
necessity of elevating patriotism Into ' Helen Ralph; Baby's Horn. Alton
''
ma
R
tini
COMMON
MARTI
GROUND SAGE
Packages
»
J
JUVENILE
o
PK
Simmons; Jingle Bells, school; closC?,me Up^
Midnight C ear
a Christian virtue.
CRACKERS
CRACKERS
PACKAGES
{ing speech. Marilyn Cole.
8 children, Good night, Jean Lucas,
LBPK&.
19c J
STUFFED
“Communism, Fascism, or any
other i xvxaiiy
and ,,announcements. Rev. J.
.
12
,
'
Many ui
of the
me ptueiud
parents were present i remarks
... .
20c
| BOTS
known system of government ls not to enjoy this fine program. Santa
?nr»v“
PKGS.I
OLIVES
.
.
.
hClaas:
rtPpr’yer;
worthy of comparison with the ad Cla^;Too."w«'^reH\"d“dUtr.We“}
gifts from a well-laden tree.
Sunday sch°o1 superintendent, J. C.
SPLENDID
25c I
vantages of the Constitution of these
Pupils of Grades 1 and 2. Mr.s. Lll- l M00^'i LGE
United States of America and to tlie lian Boggs, teacher, who were neither i
SQUASH
. .
.CANS
OCEAN SPRAY
lundamental principles of the Con absent nor tardy during the 15 week
«€ SOMERVILLE
CRANBERRY SAUCE .
stitution are we ever ready to pledge term were: Cedric Achorn, Louise
25c 1
SPLENDID
Mrs. Marlon Brown and children '
Boggs, Marilyn Cole. Ja<Squelyn Hark
LGE
anew our allegiance.
PUMPKIN
. .
accompanied by Cecil Brann attend- |
CANS
“If ever the evil propaganda of ins, Patricia Kuhn. Doris Levensaler ed the Christmas entertainment j
Nancy Miller. Helen Ralph. W'.lliam
MAKES ONE MINCE
dictatorship becomes an issue in our Sprague, Ronald Witham. Cedric Thursday night at Erskine Acadenij
ONE PIE MINCE MEAT
17c |
NATION-WIDE
PIE
land, we desire our children to be in Levensaler. Warren Moody. Alice in China.
WHEAT CEREAL
Pupils of the various schools are
PKG
telligently prepared to strike like a Morse and Lester Wellman.
In fifth and sixth grades pupils had enjoying a week's vacation. Those !
lightning flash and that any attack
home
for
the
holidays
are:
Gertrude
DOLE'S
23c |
NATION-WIDE GELATINE CHOCOLATE PUDDING 4 pkgs 17c
a Christmas celebration Friday after
on our Constitution will fall at the noon with their parents as guests. Hisler, Union; Evelyn and Virginia
i NO 1
stroke.
, CANS
Tlie program was made up of: A Light. Washington; Vaughan Peaslee
"May the National Society Children i Welcome. Eleanor Benner; How Omer Brann, George Light, and
LA
TOURAINE
COFFEE
.............................
calnb
c
27c 1
DOLE'S
of the American Revolution continue Santa Claus Came Down the Chim Donald Hewitt, Cony; Hazel Brown
and Waneta Glidden, Erskine.
i NO 1
to prosper and lift higher the stand ney. Joseph Stafford; song. Glenys
Richard Marr of Week's Mills and
, CANS
Mank; A Christmas Eve Adventure.
ard of civic virtue and of righteous Louise Teague; Santa Claus at School Walter Tobey are spending the week
NATION-WIDE COFFEE blue bag
ness and ever battle valiantly for the a play <by Grade 6; Santa Claus is at G. P. Marr's.
ROSE GLOW-RED
!9c |
Waneta Peaslee and Inez Brann.
universal reign of liberty, peace, and Coming. Wendall Hahn; Mrs. Santa
bC BOTS
s OZ
both
having
employment
ln
Augusta
CHERRIES
.
Godliness, among the nations of the Claus, Hannah Morse; Mr. and Mrs. passed the weekend at their homes
CLICQUOT CLUB
(content! only)
world,.'1
> Santa Claus, Elise Marcho and Ar here.
PINT
BOT
10c
- QUART BOT
GINGER ALE
thur Kennedy; Bethlehem. Paul
17c I
SEIDNER'S
William Jackson Jr. of West Wash
Winchenbach; If Santa Claus Lived
8 OZ
ington
was
a
business
visitor
Fridaj
MAYONNAISE ■ JAR
In a Shoe. Geraldine Achorn; song.
A CHRISTMAS JINGLE
Glenys Mank and Hannah Morse; in town.
I For The Courier-Gazette |
NO
!
Avery Colby has returned home
The Marriage of Santa Claus. Leavitt
SILVER SLICE GRAPEFRUIT
Chrlsmus' coinin'. Chrlamus' cornin',
CANS
CAMEL .
.
Sho' It's goin' ter snow!
Storer; Serenading Santa Claus, play after a business visit in New York .
CARTON
Think of Santa ■ . . him a-coaatln'
A. A. Bartlett of West Washington
LUCKY
STRIKE
by
Grade
6.
A
Rest
for
Santa
Claus;
On the roofs below!
WORCESTER
’1.25
Marjorie Coffron; Selfish Billy Green. accompanied by F. L. Hewitt was at
Santa cornin' here a-flyln’
CHESTERFIELDS
2 LB
With hls deer an' bells an' all . . .
Chesley Steele; Santa. Richard Luce. Henry Cunningham’s in Jefferson,
IVORY SALT.............................
PKGS
Oh. good gracious. Just supposin'
At the conclusion of the entertain Friday on business.
He should fall!
Schools closed for Christmas vaca
How the Chrlsmus' gif's would scatter ment Santa Claus arrived and dis
tions after each had a pretty Christ- S
tributed gifts from a tree.
And poor Santa bump hls nose.
An' the darling reindeer clatter
Mrs. Madeline Kane is the teacher mas tree loaded with presents. The
One of tha noblaat ways
Holdln' by thelr little toes!
children were pleased and the teach
in this school.
Santa. Santa, travel slowly.
to express the Spiritof
ers
were
well
remembered.
An' you’ll get there lus' the same.
Christmas is to use . . .
Wouldn't have you hurt yo' se'f or
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Peaslee were
CHRISTMAS SEALS
Make one reindeer lame!
GEORGES RIVER ROAD in (Benton recently to call on Mrs.
on your gift packages and
Truly. Santa, we ll be patient
Maude
Skillirgs.
Even If you do come late.
Sunday School children ana young
mailings.
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
Do be careful, dear old Santa,
Ross Hisler who has had employ
people, with older folks, wil] have a
For our house la roofed with slate!
ment
for
the
past
year
at
G.
P
Marr';
Christmas
tree
at
the
Finnish
ConChlll'n. chlll'n. don't you hear them
Prancin' on the roof Jus' so . .
, gregational Church Friday evening at has returned home for the winter.
Dear old Santa, lie's a cornin'
Harvey Emery and Charles Brown
7 o'clock. There will be also a Christ
Sliding, riding on the snow)
mas service on Saturday, at 1 p, ni. are busy breaking thc roads in town..
M. L.

A New Organization
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27
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About 30 guests gathered at the
Edward Vose and Alfred Benner
Country Club Saturday night to honor are on a motor trip to Providence £
5
Miss Carrie Fields at a surprise birth- where they will .'■pend a week with
day party. An excellent dinner with Mr. Voses brother Stephen and his
As Gathered and Printed By
| Mrs. O. G. Kalloch catering, was foi- niece Mi s. Flora Williams.
Beginning next Mcnday the
’ lowed by dancing. Many lovely gifts
------stamp window at Post Office will
the Editor and Publisher
were presented the honor guest, all Capt. and Mrs. Herbert Philbrook
remain open until J p. m. or longer
accompanied by appropriate verses.
of Lynn. Mass., are spending the
Quite remarkable in its line of work if necessary to accommodate pa------Christmas season with Capt. Philis the 1938 Editor and Publisher Mar tron«<of the office.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Barbour brooks mother. Mrs Electa Philbrook.
For
On Christmas Day there will be
ket Guide edition, with its 300 pages
Betty McBeath. daughter of Dr. t Mr. and Mrs. George Dunton of are located at 1416-20th N W. ! Fulton street.
no delivery of mail.
Ruth M Watson. 38 Uuion street, is Winthrop, Mass., .-pent the weekend Washington, D. C.
of
market
facts,
assembled
for
the
------CHRISTMAS GIFT GIVING
home from Northfield Seminary for in this city, guests of Mr and Mrs.
____ _
Mrs. Chauncey Keenc was hostess
Perishable and Special Delivery
convenient use of advertisers. The
the Christmas holidays. Northfield Rudolph Gilley. Broadway.
The Friday night meeting of the 10 the T Club Friday night at her
mail will be delivered. Mails will
following
was
information
concern

Seminary for girls combines with
Our December Sale Is Still On
A. H. Newbert Association opened home on'^ferth Ma ln street. Sew,ng
be received and dispatched as
ing Rockland.
Mount Hermon School for boys to
The Farm Bureau gave a public with a supper cf par excellence a*- anct chat provided diversion a late
usual.
Excellent Values
Population (1930 U. 8. Census):
make the Northfield Schools, found- card party at its hall at the Wes; tended by 35 members. The tables J luncheon being served,
Money Order, General Delivery
ed in 1879 by D I. Moody, the lamed Meadows, with Mrs. Edward Baxter were very attractive in holiday decoCounty, 27.693; city corporate limits. and Stamp Windows will be closed
evangelist, the largest private pre- —
as .hostess.
to! rations, consisting
consistine of small trees,
trees dod
$3.95 to $10.75
—Prizes were awarded to
pop-- j Miss Margaret Snow librarian at,
9075; including juDurban area, 33.000; all day.
paratory institution in the United Mrs. Streeter Webster. Amory Allen com bags, etc., 63 and beano being Abbott Academy. Andoter. Mass., ana
population retail zone. 72,OCO; tran
Corridor will remain open from
States.
Women's, Misses’, Half-Sizes
Mrs. Earl Sukeforth. William Lufkin, the popular choice of games during Miss Elizabeth Snow who is a stusient population, 5000 (estimated va 1.30 a. m. to 8.30 p. m.
dent
at
the
Bouve-Boston
School
Mrs. Elmer Teel and Frank Fitz- the evening. The next regular meet
cationers).
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Comins have gerald
ing will take place Jan. 21. the house- of Physical Education, arrived Sat
*€ ME <
Retail Trading Area; Radius in
Purebred cattle from foreign coun
urday
night
to
spend
a
two
weeks
gone to St. Petersburg. Fla.
------keepers to be Mrs. Ivy Chatto, Mrs.
miles, north, 30; east. 30; west, 20; ties, subject to quarantine restictions,
Christmas
recess
with
their
parents.
Miss Ro'e Adams of th Was oo- Evelyn Orcutt. Mrs Clara Watts and
most
Important
cities
and
municipaliDaily Arrival of
may be imported Into the United
Mr and Mrs. John I Snow. Masonic
palities in this area are; Camden States duty free. More than 16 thou
Miss Angelina Mazzeo has returned keag School faculty at Dexter, ar.d | Mrs. Nellie Dow
street.
(population
3606);
Rockport
(1651';
to New York where she is on the staff George Adams, who is a faculty memEVENING GOWNS
sand purebred animals, mostly HolAnna L. Gordon is confined to her
ber at the Kingswood School in Hart
St. George (2108); Union (1060); Vi stein-Friesian and Ayrshire dairy
of the Medical Center Hospital.
John Smith Lowe Jr., of Boston
home
on
T
street
with
grippe.
ford. Conn., are at thelr home on
nal Haven (1843); Warren (1429if cattle from Canada, were imported
for the
will spend the Christmas weekend
Thomaston (2214); Waldoboro (2311), this year. Sound breeding program.-;
Capt. and Mrs. Herbert A. Phil Berkeley street for the holidays.
Mrs. Rudolph Gilley entertained with his parents. Dr. and Mrs. John
Analysis of City Population (1930 recognize the wisdom of importing
brook have been spending a few days
the Tuesday Sewing Club at a Christ Smith Lowe.
HOLIDAY FESTIVITIES
U. S Census, Corporate Limits); Na outstanding individuals of improved
at their former home in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H Philbrick with mas luncheon Saturday, honoring
tive White. 92 8%; Foreign Born, blood lines. Every tariff law since
Austin Richardson as chauffeur, left Mrs. George Dunton of Winthrop.
The X-C-S Club was entertained
6.8%; Negroes, 0.3%; Other Races, the beginning of the last century has
Elmer Jchnson has returned from Sunday for a winter season in the Mass , and Mrs. Herbert Philbrook Thursday evening by Mrs. Ella Cates
0.1%. Families, 2531; Dwellings. 2231; allowed such duty-free importation.
two weeks' trip to New York where Scuth planning to spend the g:eater of Lynn, former club members. The at her home on Linden street. Those
Home Owners, 1363.
he was a guest at the home cf Mr. Part of the time ln st- Petersburg, house was mast attractive with holi- [present besides the hostess were
Ann Mae Marley, celebrated tap \ Miss Hazel Vasso Is home from her
Buying Power Indices: Number
day decorations, a white lighted tree, j jjrs. Helen McKinney. Mrs. Alice dancer from Major Bowes Unit No. 1.! teaching ln Oxford for the holiand Mrs. Philip W. Rounds. On the Fla.
laden with gifts, forming the center- \iank. Mrs. Marguerite Harris. Mrs. wlll be a headline feature at the days. Before coming home she was a Banks. National. 1; Trust Companies.
return Mr. Johnson .made short visits
-----------------with Mr and LMrs. Walter S. Rounds
Al's Barber Shop Will be open piece, ™»e vr«ndv,n«Wrttrrt^'I*"?.** Mny JBI,8,fk J1111, »YS ?,ta ' Christmas ball at Community audi-j weekend guest in Portland of Miss 1; Savings Banks, 1; Tctal Deposits.
$6,928,000; Total Resources, $11,800,-1
of Lewiston. Mr. and Mrs. Sydney P. evenings until Christmas.
Al's Helen Clark. Mrs. Vna Oardn . Rcbinson and Mrs. Hazel Atwood as torium
25 under auspices of Har- Anna Burke.
000; Total Savings Deopsits. 2,Snow and Mr. and Mrs Carl Snow of Beauty Salon will be open by ap- Mrs. Wallace Little. Mrs. Roy Este- special guests. Sewing and a Christ old Savage. Young's 12-piece radio!
------Worcester. Mass., all former resi- pointment in the evening; phone 82C Mrs. George Davis. Mrs Arthur mas tree were the features of the band will furnish music. There will, fde engagement of Miss Evelyn 795.000.
Location
and
Transportation;
dents of Rockland.
—adv.
'■ Haines and Miss Janet Gilley.
evening. Refreshments were served be novelties, balloons and favors Ba-1 Thistle, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
County Seat. Situated 53 miles S.W.
from a table resplendent in Christ 'ore.
.
| Eari Haskell. John street and George of Bangor; 77 miles N.E. of Portland.
mas decorations.
. ... ... I Wilson Dobson of Not well, Mass., is On Federal Highway 1. Eastern S. 3.
Chapin class Will meet tonight with announced
Lines. Boston and Bangor.
Mrs. Olive Sylvester is vacationing Mrs. Maude Blodgett. Talbot avenue
Principal Industries; Lime quarry
for a week from het duties at the
ing arfti burning, cement manufac
Mrs.
Hazel
Nash
liad
as
guests
cement plant.
Cut-of-town folk who visit Rock
turing, fish packing and curing, lob
j;
land these busy evenings are unani Sunday. Mr and Mrs. George A
To many local citizens who may b? mous in declaring its business section Blake and daughter. Miss Juua Blake. sters, clams, sardines, scallops, ship
wondering at the non-arrival oT the the most beautifully decorated elec Patricia Maxwell of Hall >we!l and building. granite, tool-manufacturing,
blueberries, fresh and canned, woolen
tf customary Christmas greetings it may trically in the state. The color Herbett Lord of Thomaston.
manufacturing, dairy, poultry, truck
be
said
that
the
fault
lies
not
with
the
scheme this season is radically dif
tf
and fruit farming, great resort center.
individual but with a delay in the ferent than in other years One
W.C.T.U. will hold a Christmas
Wholesale Houses: Groceries and
tf arrival of the cards from the concern:
quarter green, middle half dark blue Cheer meeting Friday afternoon at provisions. 3; fruit and produce. 2;
I which produce them.
and other quarter red with each White 2.30, at the Home fcr Aged Women, flsh and sea foods. 4; confectionery,
r program of readings, vocal and in
! Miss Florence Molloy entertained Way .pole festooned in evergreen anc strumental music and a Christinas 2; milk. 2; lime and cement. 3; lum
yellow
lights.
Add
to
this
the
many
Saturday night at a Christmas party
tne will be prettntod by this com ber. 2; tools and machinery. 1; coal,
for her dancing pupils. Games were charming store and home Illumina mittee: Miss Mabel Seavey. Mrs. Alice 1; gas and oil. 5; meats, 3.
Number ol Retail Outlets for Na
enjoyed. Refreshments were served tion and the picture is complete.
Kittredge, and Miss Frances Rider. tionally Advertised Products:
frcm a beautifully decorated table, a
All
members
and
friends
are
invited.
LEACH-TIIOMAS
Passenger Autos............................ 32
Christmas tree being the centerCommercial Autos ........................ 15
' piece.
Harold Sewell Leach of West Rock Evelyn Thistle and her fiance Auto Tires ...................................... 36
George Dobson are visiting her par
We are confident that we can help you do your C hristmas
, Holiday highlights—important sav pcrt and Miss Corice Luella Thomas ents. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Haskell dur Auto Accessories .......................... 41
Filling Stations ..........................
31
ings for you at Alfreda Perry's, 7 I of this city were united in marriage ing the Christmas holidays.
Bakers ............................................ 4
Shopping, because we are well supplied with all the things
• Christmas — and thc coming
Limerock street. * All wool robes
i yesterday at the home of the
bride's
I Confectioners ............................. 54
$395
—
some
of
$6
50
value.
Also
„
„
years
—will be happy indeed with
she likes in wearing apparel and accessories.
| Delicatessen ................................. 8
I just arrived, stunning new pajamas fcrmer P^'-or. Rev. Walter 8. Round'
a Hamilton Beach food mixer
Department
Stores,
5
ch
...............
1
of silk and bemberg rayon—as dur- in Lewiston. The single ring cereDruggists, 15, ch............................. 1 to do all tedious mixing tasks.
able as they are lovely to look at- mony was used. Tne couple were
We have everything from Handkerchiefs, Gloves, Mittens,
10
Dry Goods
Flattering.—adv.
attended by Donald Leach, twin
The Methebesec Club met Friday Electrical Supplies ........................ 21 Whether the mixture be thick or
Hosiery and Bags to beautiful Robes. Gowns, Sweaters,
brother of the bridegroom, a.' afternoon in the Tower Room, Com Furniture ......
5 thin — thc hatch large or small —
groomsman, and Miss Dorothy Snow
Garages
..........................................
19 this light but powerful mixer
Skirts—in fact, everything to wear.
as bridesmaid. The bride's gown wai munity Budding, the meeting tak Grocers, indept............................... 72 handles each with equal ease —
blue lace, with matching accessories, ing the place of that scheduled for Grocery Chains ............................. 4
and she wore a corsage bouquet ot Dec. 24. It was well attended, and Grocery Stores, ch......................... 21 runs steadily at any speed. Its
Let us help you with that Christmas Problem!
roses.
We are readv lo make
the members heard a delightful paper Hardware ...................... .C.............. 9 many time-tested features insure
Miss Snow's gown was brown silk on Audubon by Mrs. Eva Hellier. in Jewelry .......................................... 10 easier operation, greater useful
BOXWOOD WREATHS
crepe and carried Talisman roses the form of reviews of “Life of Au Meat Markets ............................... 31 ness and better results. Make her
We take this opportunity to wish all our new friends a
for the cemetery
Her gift from the bride was an an dubon” oy Ltanley Clisby Arthur, Men's Clothing ............................. 16
Christmas this year one that will
very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
$2.00 to $5.00 each
tique gold brooch. The bridegroom': and “Life of Audubon” by Constance Optometrists ................................. 6
4 be long remembered.
If you want something more gift to the groomsman was a golc' Rourke. In conjunction with Mrs. Musical Instruments.....................
“durable” ask for our new, ready , necktie clip.
Hellier’s patxr, a clipping pertain Ratio ............................................. 32 With Juice Extractor and 2 bowls . $23.75
After a short honeymoon trip ing to Audubon’s wife. Lucy Bake- Restaurants ................................. 57
made—
Many other labor-saving attachments at
within the State the newlyweds will
Stationers
.......................... - A’
slight extra cost.
‘PINEWAY” WREATHS occupy the Ludwick residence on well. was r:ad by Mrs. Angelica Tobacco
........................................
75
Glover, and another "The Mystery
Chestnut
street,
where
the
prepara

Shoes
......._
......................
22
$2.00, $2.25, $3.00 each
of Audubon ' by Mrs. Jane Beach. Mrs.
tion of a cosy home has been in prog Ida Dondis displayed specimen sheet Sporting Goods ............................. 6
ROCKLAND
Telephone 1100
Thorndike Hotel Building
Silsby’s Flower Shop
ress for some weeks. To that home of Audubon's Birds of America, in Women's Apparel .......................... 18
CEHTI
they will take an exceptionally large color, from the special printing re 5 & 10 Stores ............................... 1
TEL. 318-W
POWE
OMPAMY
number of attractive wedding gifts. cently made.
25c to $1 Stores .......
6
371 MAIN ST.,
K O'" ALAND
The principals of this happy union
Daily Newspapers: Evening, 1.
140-tf
Mrs Dondis ln a comprehensive
have both followed the banking voca current book review touched upon
tion for some years. Mr. Leach be Madam Curie's biography. “North
gan his career in that connection west Passage” by Kenneth Roberts.
with the Camden Savings Bank and "Rumbbling Oallieries” by Tar
j Trust Company in Rockport, and is kington; Mary Roberts Rinehart's
1 now assistant to Judge Edward C. latest Tish book; Sylvia Thompson's
Fayscn, receiver of the Rockland Na "Recapture the Moon;" George Jean
tional Bank. He is a son of Mr. and Nathan's "Morning After The First
Mrs. Urbart E. Leach of West Rock Night;” Virginia Towne's "Oid Wil
et port. a Mason and a Lion.
liamsburg and Her Neighbors. James
3 Mr.s. Leach retired Saturday from town and Yorktown.' Mrs. Dordis
fl her position as clerk for the First also read a timely clipping pertain
" National Bank of Rockland. Previ- ing to Jewish literature.
SUGGESTS
2 ously she had been in the employ of
A musical note, reflecting the
<i the North National and Rockland Christmas season, was given in the
- National banks, her connection with duet “Lo. How a Rose Is Blooming ’
the three financial institutions hav and ‘Holy Night,'' by Mrs. Kath
ing covered a petiod of 15 years. She erine Veazie and Mrs. Adeiaile Ixwe.
is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wood
bury Thcmas. graduated from Rock and following the formal program
land High School in 1921. and after Christmas carols were sung. Miss
IN THE
taking a §ost graduate course, entered Margare* Stahl was at the piano.
Mrs. E’sa Sonntag was
ted to
the employ of President Elmer S. membership.
Bird of the North National Bank
WE SUGGEST
Meeting of Jan. 7 will be in Tower
Sho Ls a member of Golden Rod
Chapter. O.E.S. and the Rockland Rcom unless otherwise advised, and
I'S'CX'C’C’k'S'ri-i't
the hostesses will be; Mrs Etta Stod
Congregational Church.
dard,
Mrs.
Katherine
St.
Clair.
Mrs.
To this popular and highly es
Men’s Fancy Rayon Hose............................... pair .18
teemed ycung couple go the congrat Clara Smith, Mrs. Carrie Palmer,
ulations and sincere well wishes of Mrs. Grace Rollins and Miss Edith
Men’s Fancy Wool Hose.................................. pair .23
Bicknell. Mrs. Elizabeth Davis will
a very wide circle of friends.
present the current book review, and
Men’s Heavy Wool Hose............................... pair .35
book reviews will be given by Mrs.
for lasting
Therese Millett and Mrs. Mary Avery.
Men’s Heavy Sweaters ............................................... 2.95
Dorothy Smalley will be in
i, lin'd
WEDNESDAY NIGHT S Mrs.
charge of the music.

Local Statistics

Holiday Postal Plans

Burdell’s Dress Shop

OClETY

Dresses

HAVE YOU A

CHRISTMAS PROBLEM ?
It it is for a “Her" iohy not
let us help you solve it?

Methebesec Club

Boxwood Wreaths

MANSFIELD GOVE, Inc.

MOINE

BURPEE & LAMB, Inc.

Inexpensive Christmas Gifts
BARGAIN BASEMENT

Quality Diamonds
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Men’s Slip-on Sweaters ..................................... 95, 1.49

BANK NITE, $15€

TheyThey
asLive
..

Xovel

$14.75 to $275.00

the’
men who handie nitro in
the oil

You can always be assured of the high quality
of our diamonds regardless of the cost, and
they may be purchased.

W ednesday-Thursday

Men’s Fancy Pajamas........................................................ 98

Men’s Bath Robes ....................................................... 2.95
ANOTHER TRULY GREAT
LOVE STORY...

Men’s Fancy Dress Shirts................................... 98, 1.19
Men’s Plaid Flannel Shirts ....................................... 1.95

from the atudto which
gave you
"Camille”
and "The
Good Earth I

Men’s Handkerchief and Tie Sets ................................. 55

Men’s Braces, Christmas Boxes ....................................50
Men’s Ties, beautiful patterns and colors.............. 35
Men’s Wool Mufflers .........................................................65

Boys’ Zipper Coats....................................................... 3.44

GEORGE

DIAMOND WATCHES

1.79

Boys’ Longies ..................................................... 1.95, 2.69

$33.75 to $75.00

Boys’ Golf Hose .................................................................... 23

On Terms to Suit Your Convenience with our

Boys’ Red Top Wool Hose.............................................. 33

Convenient - Cordial - Confidentnial
with
John

BUDGET PAYMENT PLAN

2&

A Raromownt Picture with

We Invite Your Account

JOHN BARRYMORE
IYNNE OVERMAN • CHARIES
BICKFORD-LOUISE CAMPBELL

DANIELS, Jewelers

Boys’ Handkerchief and Tie Sets ................................. 45
Boys’ Bath Robes .......................................................... 2.95

Wirren

BEAL-WILLIAM r

We know that you will like it

ri

NOW PLAYING
“STAGE DOOR"
with
KATHARINE HEPBURN
GINGER ROGERS

TODAY
"DAUGHTER OE SHANGHAI”

Boys’ Union Suits ................................................. 39,
Boys’ Mackinaws ...........

.49

2.98, 3.98

Men’s Union Suits .............................................................. 98
Men’s and Boys’ Belts .........................................29,

.69

Men’s Colored Handkerchiefs ..................... each

.10

Boys’ Heavy Sweaters .................................. 1.85, 2.45
Boys’ Wool Mittens............................................ pair

.29

Boys’ Slip-on Sweaters .................................. 1.00, 1.19

Established 1892

SIGN OF THE BIG CLOCK

Boys’ Knickers ...............................................................

OPEN EVENINGS
149-150—152-153

Phone 892
Matinee S. Evening 6.30 and 8.30
Corttinnons Saturday 2.00 to 10.30

Lots of Other Inexpensive Gifts
Come In and Look Around

I’age Seven
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OPEN EVENINGS UNTIE CHRISTMAS

Reduces the High Cost of Giving
si■

Nothing has been neglected at SENTER CRANE’S to make your Chi

TELL TOC

Bouquet Lentheric
TRADE IN
Save wear and tear
Save wear and tear
Save wear and tear

MOJUD
THIGH-MOLD*

The Daytime Fragrance

ROCKLAND!
on your nerves.
on your car.
on your pocketbook

Probably America's fastest growing line of

Perfume and Toilet Water. Lentheric features

SILK STOCKINGS

Perfume and Toilet Water with the

tang of

the outdoors."

E>ecame...
Only Thigh-Molds have the four
magic strips that absorb all stress

and

strain,

keep

seams straight,

in sprinkler flacons

act as garter guides and prevent
garter runs.

^4ml

pecan At...

In all these odors: Tweed, Shanghai, Gar
denia,•’Miracle, Numero I 2, Asphodele.

Thigh-Molds are lovely and flatter

ing...in glorious Screenlite Shades
that complement fashion's favor
ite colors.

rance

So give her Mojud Thigh-Molds.

A dainty extra to tuck into a gift of handkerchiefs, hosiery or under
wear, is a dram of her favorite perfume

In sheer weights for less arduous

J MqJUDl

activities.

Service

weights for honest-to-

TW

LENTHERIC

CARON

goodness action.

Christmas Night,

Bellodgia,
lit>9e”e

Silvereine, genuine crepe,
Gordon V Line or Clocks,
Gordon Black Heel,
Van Raalte’s “Myth,”
Famous No-Mend,

ELIZABETH ARDEN

3„«ns. »«"■ P

Night and Day,

,e WS****

Blue Grass,

85c; 3 for $2.25

pair
pair

1.35
1.00

1-15; 3 pair

3.00

1.00; 3 pair

2.75

Ski Sox, Anklets, and a complete line of Hosiery for
men, women and children

UNUSUAL SALE

ntiar

1.2
COTY

. _ ate «°l e

of these wanted coats

Reflections
O’DORSAY

w oo Id all season at

GUERLA1N

$1.51

ZZ.jU.

LeDandy

Styx,
L’Origon,
L’Aimant
Paris,
Gardenia,
A’Suma,

• Sizes I 2 to 40.
* All the popular colors.

SPECIAL

29/

CHRISTMAS
CANDY SALE

Kragshire coats as worn by “the
most photographed girls in the
world. ’ the glamorous beauties you 11
soon see with Joan Bennett and
Helen Vlrson in “Walter Wangner's
Vogues of 1938 ”

Better Candy
At Sale Prices
For Christmas

I lb. Xmax box,

.29,

2/z lb. Xmas box,
Kemps Xmas box, lb
Kemps Nuts, .29 and
Fresh Daily

Gifts Of Jewelry

W e carry a complete line of Silk Under
wear,
$1.00 and up
Dance Sets, Panties, Gowns, Etc.

Other Coats Also Reduced

50c and $1.00
Rhinestone!
Clips,

Bracelets, Brocchcs

HANDKERCHIEFS
CI’ps, Bracelets. Brooches

A great last minute gift!
Women’s Hand Fmb.
ftn's Initial,
ten's Plain Linen.
lin'i Colored Borders
toys.’ Colored Borders,
allies’ Boxed Hdkfs.,
fen’s Boxed Hdkfs.,

.15 to $1.00
.15. .25, 50
.15 to .30
.10, .15, .25
.05, .10, .15
.25, .50
.25, .50

for HIM!

Pearl!
Necklaces,

FffR THE HOME!
. . .al ... .
FURNITURE PIECES
Priced to keep within your
budget. Many distinctive
styles with higher priced
features

Kead over this
Men’s and Boys

oanta Claus is here—every morning I U.UtJ to I I .Ub. bring th

him and talk with him.

PLAY AUTOS

Outstanding Neckwear,

Help the kiddies to grow strong

Outstanding Shirts,

while they play

Shaving Bowls,

$4.98 to $18.50

Shaving Sets,

Military Sets,
Gillette One Piece Razor

Schick Ejector Razor,

Schick Electric Razor,
Bathrobes,
rajamas,

.so

(Broadcloth or Flannelette)

Hosiery,

Note the time carefully—mornings on

.1!

(Fancy Rayon, Wools. Silks, etc.)

Sweaters, slip-on and coat style

iple or Walnut Finish

SKATES

Coffee Tables
Magazine Racks
End Tables
Window Book Case
Night Stands
Drum Tables

Famous Make Skates at Sale Prices
Blade Skates, children, adults, $2.69
Tubular Skates, children, adults, 3.55
Hockey Skates,
4.55
Girls’ White Shoe Skates, 4.55, 4.95
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF CHILDREN’S BOOKS

Book Cases, $3.98, $5.95
Boudoir Chairs,
5.95, 7.49
Mattresses 12.50 to 29.50

Sofa Pillows...... 50c, 1.00

Rocking Horse
Auto Station and Cars .......

Grocery Store, complete

Musical Blocks

Shooting Target Game .
Reversible Auto Coupe .......

LAMPS

Scooters

$4.95-$9.50

Bridge Lamps, 1.00, 2.98
Table Lamps, 1.69-7.95
Boudoir Lamps,
1.00, 1.29

Baby Buttercup Doll
Wardrobe and Trunk

$1.98 complete

..............................

Doll Carriages

Floor Lamps,

Large Mama Doll
Fully Dn (d
$1.00 each

$1.98 to

Mechanical Trains

1.00,

Big Business Game

.50,

Steel Carts

1.19 to

Aluminum Dishes

Detective Sets ...........

Washette Seta

Sleeping Doll
Fully Dressed—Real Hair

$1.98

5
1

Velocipedes

Musical Top..............3
Sho-Flys

•MISS CHARMING"

55 to

Daisy Air Rifle

....................

Play Boy Trucks .....
Auto Transport
Auto Trailer ....

Tabic and Chair Sets

Sparkling Tank ...................

Tumbling Clown .................

Western Union Sets

Neck-and-Neck Game

Telephones ...........

I

(1

INVENTED A GADGET
I there's more of good than bad. Some
of the “bad" we cannot understand
) now, but perhaps we will some day, And Now Mervin Flanders Speeds
Upon His New Job of Making
and discover that after all It's not
Of Christmas Wreaths
so bad.

The Early Riser
There are compensations for climbing out of bed early mornings. A
quietness prevails along Main street
and there are scarcely any women
about to whom the hat must be
raise^. Store windows may be leisurely studied, and many of them
along our main thoroughfare are
worth seeing this Christmas season,
The clear sky of this Monday morning. with the waning moon and the
brilliant stars impressed me with
the grandeur of the small part of the
universe which could be seen.

Thrown out of work by a strike in
a Lewiston shoe factory, Mervin
Flanders came back to his home
in Winslow's Mills this fall and set
himself up in the Christmas wreath
business.
It wasn't hard. All he needed was
a ball of string, some barrel hoops,
some spruce boughs and ambition.
But he hadn't been making wreaths
long before he decided it was pretty
slow work. So. capitalizing on his
factory experience, he rigged him
self a gadget that enabled him to
turn out 10 wreaths while a hand
worker made only one.
Flanders finds his new job is a
lot better than the one in the fac
* »“> >*
‘he upgrade,-we hope.
tory. He s applied for a patent on
his gadget. Now he has visions of
A federal bureau of home econo- becoming a leader in the Pine Tree
mics shows that farm families with a state's Christmas decoration business.
yearly income from $750 to $1,000
spend 15 to 18 percent of their in- second to food, but have been super
come on the family automobile, seded by the automobile as the secClothing expenses, formerly were ond largest item of expense.

This coiumn started as “The Early
” j>ut with the advent of “The
Black Cat;. we thought lt might be
we]j (0 change to “The Early Bird,’’
j thus adding a bit of pep to the good
10](j Courier-Gazette for who knows
when the “cat" will make a rush for
the "bird.” Another member of the
• column" family might be a "worm.”
Then the animal cycle would be
mOre or less complete; “cat” chasing
after the "bird' and "bird" attempting
catch the “worm.”
I
• » . .
Limited for time, so short column
Willis Ayer has apparently inaug- this Tuesday issue, but we’ll get
mated an unique custom of bril- adjusted
that
antit and
u.

store. The friendly rays of one or
two electric lamps shed a cheery
glow upon the cement sidewalk as I
passed by shortly after 5 this morning.
• • * *
There's plenty of interest to “life"
if we only search for it a little, and

;

tf
V
1

t

AINE

CENT

POWliy

MPAMY

A

Electrical Gifts
Endure In The Home

Electrical Gifts
Aid The Housewife

GIVE
ELECTRICALLY

tf
tf

tf
I

ATTRACTIVE CHRISTMAS WRAPPINGS FOR YOUR GIFTS

tf

I
I

tf

tf
I

LAMPS

ALI. TYPES

BRIDGE

FLOOR

ALL TYPES

TABLE

PIN-UPS

ALL I. E. S. BETTER SIGHT—BETTER LIGHT

I

f
...
,

I

r-

•’7 ;7-v

UNIVERSAL

$4.95

Universal Pads

Others as low as $3.95

$2.95

Baby Bottle Warmer
$1.00
tf
tf

y

y
y
tf

y
y

Universal Toaster

y

Others as low as $198

$2.95

w

y

Others $3.95. $4.95
With Reversible Wetproof Covers

UNIVERSAL

Automatic Iron

Automatic Toaster

$5.95

Perfect Toast Every Time
The Tops in Toasters

Others $2.95-$7.95

Sandwich Toaster

Egg Service Sets
G. E. Heater

$3.95

and Waffle Iron

$4.95

Combination

$6.75

Egg Cooker

Other Sandwich Toasters
as low as $3.75

$1.95

y

Electric Clocks
$2.95 up

Schick Razors
Perfect Gift for Him

$15.00

HAMILTON BEACH

Mixers

of Our

DURANDS

COAST

CHISHOLM’S SPA

I
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi

fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi

The
Courier-Gazette
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*7^2 Qtyt (QuoMo/m,

Big New Shipments Provide

ALMOST UNLIMITED CHOICE
All This Week At

FREESE’S

The Big Store

. In Bangor

With Juicer $23.75

Nesco Casserole

Percolators

$5.50

$7.95

Curling Irons

$1.00

Others as low as $4.95

xot

If

General Electric Vacuum Cleaner Special, with every model AV-4 G. E. Cleaner

sold a $11.95
Better Light-Better Sight Lamp is Given Free

$1.95 Down, $3.35 per Month, $39.95 Cash Price
,

if
X

T)acL

$21.00

tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf

GUARDIANS!

5*

UNIVERSAL

tf

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

Broadcast Results

THE MOST APPROPRIATE GIFT —
| Mrs. Mary Gregory and son
j Charles, were visitors in Tenant's Maine Finding That Wide
Harbor recently.
spread Advertising Is Prov
Mrs. Walter Joy of Bar Harbor and
ing Effective
son. Byron, of Bangor were callers
FINE CANDIES
Sunday at Mrs. C. E. Gregory’s and
Letters from large users of Maine
•
in Rockland.
, ,
,
At the latest meeting of Penob .'Products to Marjorie MUls, '“The Girl
Visit Our Display of
convinced
scot View Grange, supper, business ifrom Malne" have
hBW ">
nv,n~d official:
offi(’lals
of the Maine Development Commis
Special Christmas
meeting, election of officers and lecsion that their 15-station network
turers hour with INorman Crockett
Packages
program is a big success. Miss Mills
as lecturer werc on the schedule.
broadcasts Tuesdays and Thursdays
50c to $1.50 Ib.
There is one candidate for the degrees
and her fan mail is very large.
and other prospects. Megunticook
A recent from a large New Jersey
WHEN GIVING —GIVE THE PESTl
and Penobscot View Granges will hold
j potato chip manufacturer stated that
a joint installation Jan. 5 in Camden,
the program had been heard and that
SPECIAL—With each box of Durand's comes the
with State Lecturer Hartley Stewart
he was interested in obtaining Maine
installing. Penobscot View Grange
opportunity to win a free trip to Bermuda and
spuds in 1,000 sack lots. He also
officers for the coming year are:
stated that he has tried potatoes from
Havana. Ask us for details.
Master. Fred Rice; overseer. William
all parts of the World "but have
Luikin; lecturer. Norman Crockett;
found none to equal Maine grown
•t
steward, Karl Packard; assistant
potatoes for chips."
steward. Gerald Beverage ;chaplain,
The proprietor of a large Philadel
MAIN AT LINDSEY STS.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Elizabeth Gregory; secretary, Lula phia restaurant which is the largest
152-153
Rice; treasurer. Golden Munro; gate user of seafoods in the East made
CHRISTMAS EVE AT SEA
keeper, Charles L. Gregory; Ceres, several inquiries as a result of the ■
The dim blue skies are bright with stars
Elizabeth Morton; Pomona. Nellie broadcast about Maine fish products.
Dear Ood----- they shone ln Palestine
Like this, and yon pale moon serene
Hall; Flora, Inez Packard; lady as He also told of receiving a shipment
Looked down among the lowing klne
On Mary and the Nazarene
sistant steward, Gladys Coose. execu of 5,000 pounds of Maine lobsters for
—John Masefield.
tive committee, Lloyd Richardson
a “Permanent"
Jr
the Army-Navy game festivities and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Gregory are said th.at his customers used about
By Giving a
M
The Cuckolds
Year's Subscription to
Cg
In Portland for the holiday
3.000
pounds
of
Maine
potatoes
each
Mr. and Mrs. Foss have returned
week.
*
from a vacation and although they
Other letters show similar interest.
NOTICE TO MARINERS
had a delightful trip, they were un
able to do all the things they had
During the first six months of
$3.00 per year
Manana Island Fog Signal Station
planned, owing to Mr. Foss' impaired
_ j. .
k
1937. 468 Maine farms were added to
Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
—
Radiobeacon
to
be
established
and
the
Iist
of
18594
rece
i
v
j
ng
electric
health.
Visits were made with
k»»XMOlMlMM)MkMkkMkkmkkltkkkMkkkMMlMtkMfi
friends in Machias and Jonesport, synchronized with the sound signal service.
for
distance
finding
about
Jan.
15.
—
and Mr. Foss attended several
Masonic meetings which he greatly 1938.
enjoyed.
Radiobeacon will transmit every
Phillip Davis was in Boothbay 180 seconds a group of three dashes
Harbor on business recently.
and a dot (----------. ) for 60 seconds.
Leland Smith who has been sub- silent 120 seconds,
stituting here for the keepers, has
Radiobeacon will be intermediatereturned to North Haven.
powered, operated on a frequency of
Mr. and Mrs Foss were in Portland 300 kilocycles during the first and
recently and were dinner guests of fourth 10-mlle periods of each hour
Mr and Mrs Fred Morang
during clear weather, and continuMr and Mrs. Philip Davis and sor. ously during fog or low visibility.
Radiobeacon bearings have been veri
Alden have returned from a week's
fied from 0 degrees to 360 degrees in
vacation passed in South Paris with
navigable waters.
■
Mrs. Davis' parents, and other rela
Distance finding. —Whenever the
tives. They also visited friends in
sound signal is operating a group of
Portland.
two radio dashes, a short (1-second)
Mr. and Mrs. Foss and Mrs. Davis
and a long i5-second) will be trans
were in Boothbay Harbor on a re
mitted at the end of the radiobeacon
cent Christmas shopping tour. They
minute of operation. A group of two
called on Mr. and Mrs. Albert Staples
sound signal blasts of corresponding
and also had the pleasure of meeting
length will be sounded at the same
Keeper and Mrs Meuse of Burnt
time, taking the place of one of the
Island. Mr. and Mrs. Foss enter
characteristic code blasts.
For
tained the Davises Sunday at dinner.
method of operation, see page 6 of
.Among the goodies served was ice
the Light List. North Atlantic Coast,
cream which is one of Aldens favo
1937.
I
rite dishes.
Position: 43 deg. 45.8' N„ 99 deg.
Mrs. Foss is crocheting a beautiful
19.7' W.
bed spread, an elaborate piece of
It will be appreciated if the results
handiwork which calls for both time
obtained from the use of distance
and patience.
€
The Christmas spirit is here now finding facilities are reported to the
and crochet hooks, knitting needles. Superintendent of Lighthouses. 259
embroidery hoops and what-not. are High stre€t' 5011111 Portland' Malne'
receiving all the attention. Some- Seacoast-Portland Harbor ApWe always plan to have big, complete stocks right up to Christmas Eve. You’ll
times the men wonder if the women P™ch-Corwin Rock Lighted Bell
even think thev like to eat.
I Buoy 3
moved lnto 108 feet' 2’4
find plenty to choose from here, and all brand new goods!
Mrs. Foss was in Augusta the past ttiles- 102’’ degre€S from CaPe Eliza- tf
week and while in that city, called on' l*th Lighthouse Dec. 14.
No matter what you want—and even if you DON’T
her daughter. Mrs. Hubert Hubbard
Bggemoggin Reach — Eggemoggin tf
Fair sailings, fellow Coastmen!
Llghted Bu0-v WM removed for the
Shop For Christmas
know what you want—
....
. winter Dec. 16.
In Your Local Stores
y
Portland Head
West Penobscot Bay—Long Island
YOU'LL FIND IT HERE!
First . . . but do your
Charles Sterling of Peaks Island Lighted Bell Buoy 8 was removed
out-of-town Shopping
was recent guest of his brother R. T. ^rom station for the winter Dec. 15.
Sterling.
,
' "
at FREESE’S
The recent cold wave was full of a. merchantman in and out of the
j
river.
YOU SAVE
pep and kept everyone on the move., In th0M, years the Polly was a
$3.00 to $5.00
Famous Toilet Goods
Mrs. R. T. Sterling was a visitor j sloop-rigged craft, as she was when,
Neckties
last Saturday at Mrs. W. C. Dow's ' during the war of 1812. she worried
Costume Jewelry
Shirts
travel expense and toll
in Portland.
j British naval forces with her daring.
10,000 Handkerchiefs
Pajamas
t a
__ _
successful raids upon British cargobridge fees by coming
Newest Neckwear
•
carrying craft. Sloops were common tf
Hose
Books and Stationery
to Bangor instead of
son Deane of Lynn. Mass., passed then, as were pinkies, now. practically
Jackets
Fountain Pens
| last weekend with the Hilt family ' extinct, brigs, as well as brigantines tf
going to Portland
Last Saturday was anniversary day i and barkentines. while the majestic
Fine Silk Hosiery
Plantain Pens
for Willard R Hilt, who was evening
were daily visitors
Gloves and Parasols
Cameras
in Fort Point cove in the shelter of
Handbags and Luggage
host to Mr. and Mrs. R. T Sterling, i whjCjj craft bound for Bangor waited
OPEN EVERY
Auto Supplies
Silk Lingerie
Mr. and Mrs. J. A Thomas, son : for a favorable wind and tide to make
EVENING
Gloves
Winter Sports Clothes
Deane, jfr. and Mrs. Clyde Grant, 1 the 20-mile run up the river to BanUNTIL CHRISTMAS
Books
Slippers
daughter Patricia John 5 Robinson gor’ ^or there were no tow boats in
....
; those days; they did not come until
Bathrobes
and Mrs Accra Hilt.
Slippers
1 some years later.
The yr C’.'st Missio- San.a Glaus j when the steam tugs came to the
Luggage
A Big Christmas Show!
■ arrived herc Monday afternoon and river, sailing craft continued to use
Electric Shavers
delivered a package for the keeper' ■
cove to await a tow and, on their
10,000 Handkerchiefs
and their families.
' outward ,trjP'
aw?“ a ™ »'ind
10,000 Neckties
I to set sail for their destination down
Mrs. Grace Drw enterta’nea her
COast or across the Atlantic.
Huge shops on our Second
8,000 Books
Club Wednesday in Portland In
Floor devoted exclusively to
In those days the craft which gave
Home of half-a-mill'on
clothing for girls and boys.
attendance werfc Mrs. Mollye Mitche'l, heed to its gleaming beam and sought
Skates
gifts!
Mrs. Ethei Burrell. Mrs. Mary Socle, shelter in the protected cove beneath
Sweaters
the bluff upon which the light stands
Skis
Mis. Myra Robertson, Mrs Martha were pigmies compared to thoes
Scarfs
Sterling and Mrs. Adora Hilt.
which came later.
Toys
Gloves
• • • •
In the days when the river was
57 Departments
Skates
Mittens
one of the principal sources of sup
Little River
Dolls
Nearly 3 Acres
Chemistry Sets
ply
for
ice
for
southern
commun

Toys
Mrs. Doris Sears and son, Richard,
ities. the huge four and five-mas
Floor Space
Books
Scout Goods
visited Sunday at the Light. Mrs. ters. sailing in and out the river,
Jewelry
Hundreds of Clerks
Jackets
William W Corbett. Florence Corbett bringing coal and carrying back ice
Beautiful Decorations
Neckties
and Kathleen Corbett motored to or coal would have taken the cargo
of one of the old-time, great snips,
Machias with Mrs. Sears.
Miss Marian Ackley was guest here as ballast. It would have taken sev
eral of those ship-loads to fill those
last Saturday.
The Store Maine Is
schooners.
A dozen huge departments
Bickford Steavens and Nelson
In those later days the schooners
proud of!
provide gifts for the home, in
Steavens. sons of Mr. and Mrs. Forest carried from 2.500 to 4.000 of car
Smokers
cluding furniture, radios, elec
Steavens are home from the Uni go. while, when the Fort Point Light
tric appliances, rugs, linens,
Neckties
was new. a ship taking a 600-ton car
versity of Maine.
lamps, bedspreads, etc.
go was a big one.
Bathrobes
William Corbett and son, Neil, —Sam E. Conner in 'Lewiston Journal
Bathrobes
Slippers
Negligees
motored Sunday to Machias on busi
• •• •
Sport Clothes
Hosiery
ness.
Greetings for Yuletide
Shirts
Gloves
■ • • »
Mr. and Mr.s. Elson Small of St
Silverware
Oloves
Century-old Lighthouse
Croix River Lighthouse. Red Beach ,
Dinnerware
Easy Chairs
What an interesting tale the more send kind thoughts and ibest wishes to ' ■
Slippers
Unusual Gifts
than a century-old Fort Point Light, the column by means of an attrac
Washing Machines
which marks the entrance of the tively decorated Christmas card.
Novelty Gifts
• • • •
Penobscot river, could relate were
it but possible for it to talk? It would
CLAMMING IN VERMONT
be, almost a history of the rise and
(For The Courier-Gazette)
fall of Bangor's waterborne com I remember how in youthful days of
yore
merce, for during the years the light
Bathrobes
I dug out clams upon the ocean
has flashed its warnings to sailors When shore
Handkerchiefs
Slippers
that commerce grew to its highest I experienced often bothersome si
prise
Books
Bed Jackets
A whole exclusive shop de
point, to the point where Bangor was
bivalves squirted brine up in
Smoking Jackets
the largest lumber shipping port in As those
voted to things for baby, in
Footstools
my eyes.
Gloves
the world and dwindled to tlie While I’m at my breakfast table in
Slippers
addition to the TOY SHOP.
Shirts
Vermont
present, almost, vanishing point.
Writing
Paper
A gift for baby is a gift for
Far
away
from
ocean
’
s
bitter
briny
font.
Radios
It came into existence in the days For I often heave the same old sea
Towels
the whole family!
Tinker Toys
when the famous old privateer Polly
shore sigh.
for many, many years the oldest ship When the Juice of grapefruit squirts
out ln my eye.
in the American registry, was in her
Allison M Watt«
We Give Gold Bond Stamps
prime and making many voyages, as
Jamaica. Vt.

Huge Assortments Right Up To The Last Minute!

Qualoity
Beauty
Value
This
Toaster
Has
Them
All

$12,95
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Make Santa’s Smile tf
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